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Easy to launch, hard to crasn, tne wet and wild wing of the French WIPICAl system will whip
Legaignoux. ( S t o v by Pierre Fabre on page 20.)
you through the waves. Photograph by B N ~ O

Great
expectations
would be presumtu?us to claim
we ever could imitate the per3cect
anatomy of a wing.

Neither could we give the harmony,
ease and precision of bird 'sflight
to our HQ-kites.

But what we associate with the concept

"High Quality", at least draws
us a little nearer to our idol:

solid and tested construction
use of high quality materials
innovative techniques
in building kites

High Quality Kites
Made in Germany
by In Vento
BleicherstraJe 3
0 - 2 6 1 2 2 Oldenburg
Tel +49 441 154 14
Fax +49 441 151 01

LEllER FROM THE PUDUSHER

A Vehicle of Worth

D

uring the last 15years or so since we first many as a key task before our country for
encountered your magazine, our child- the next decades. The flying of kites, so
hood interest in flying kites has matured democratic, so accessible, is in no way pasinto the realization that kites form a true sive or vicarious like most of the media. It
adult art, a varied sport, an engineering sci- is rooted on the skill and wit of improvised
ence in swift change by the use of the most aerodynamics, giving a fine hands-on entry
modern materials, and a small but lively to science and engineering. It-flowersin
new ultrastrong sheets and
growing industry nationwide.
KITING HAS THE fibers, and in new under~ l ofl these require a spokesjournal or two to tie together
RIGHT BREADTH standing of Scale and flow. It
has the right breadth of entry
the adherents, support the
OF
AND and
the depth of penetration
market, and keep high stanTHE DEPTH OF
that is needed for an activity
dards alive. You have made
PENETRATION
that can draw and enrich
such a journal.
Indeed these virtues might THAT IS NEEDED many young persons for a
week or for a lifetime.
be claimed for other activities,
AN ACTNIPl Nor does it have only one
say windsurfing. But we find
much more importance inkit- THAT CAN DRAW tone of voice, one path; it is
open like the arts to any
ing. For kites have a universal
AND ENRICH
mood,
any style, any lanappeal, a very widespread atMANY YOUNG
guage. That makes it a vehicle
traction. The air is everywhere;
A of unusual worth for spreadmountain, beach or woods are PERX)NS
WEEK OR FOR ing the attitudes of purposenot. Kites can be made for
ful craftsmanship and devotmere pennies by young chilA LIFETIME.
ed attention that alone can
dren, or for tens of thousands
of dollars in high-tech shops. They can bring scientific literacy.
The butterfly-sized kites of some celedraw on the athletic talents of strong young
people, or be managed with pleasure by brated veteran model-builders were a revethe very old. They allow fierce competi- lation to us a few years back in the wide
tion as well as quiet contemplation. Some range of size that still works with familiar
distinguished contemporary artists have kite forms done in new materials. That kind
entered kiting; kite design and decorations of result requires professional devotion,
are as old as cloth and as worldwide, found and the recruitment of a few young people
to replace our senior kiting innovators is an
on all the continents.
Kites form a free land whose frontiers urgent task.
Recent European and Asian advances
border on ballet and international racing,
folklore and play, fine arts and structural are striking, and American kiting is sure to
design, and thematic parks, all made par- grow for a long time. We wish you good
luck as you and your staff continue to lead
ticipatory and openly welcoming.
Our own longest concern has been with that growth.
the education of children in science, seen by

-1

h
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PHILTP MORRISON, Institute Professor of Physics, MlT (emeritus)
P H n l S MORRISON, Outstanding Science Teacher Citation, 1993, The Exploratonum, Sun Francisco
The Morrisons created the public television series "The Ring of Truth." Philip Morrison
wrote the perceptive article "Kites of Makar Sankranti" for the Summer 1989 Kite Lines.
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* The Frustrationless ~lyer"*isa br
from making to flying!
* Great for schools, camp, parties,
festivals, recreation for kids of

Ilt Made of Tyveke, a non-tearing
waterproof plastic paper.

* Packages include everything

needed to build 1, 10, or 20
guaranteed Frustrationless Flyers.
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It's new.
It's biqqer.
It's from Prism.
V

Y

L IL.

A s k your dealer.

thefinestsport
kites available

I

I

Prism Designs Inc.
425 North 36th Street
Seattle, WA 98103

Phone: 206-547-1100
Fax: 206-547-1200

v Dealers: call now for complete information by fax or phone 1
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Sculpting
Thank you for two excellent articles on
art/sculpture/kitesin the Summer-Fall 1993
Kite Lines. As a recent novice kite enthusiast
and sculptor for 30 years, these two articles
coincided precisely with my latest creative
efforts-flying sculpture. Was I surprised.
Both articles "The Cross Deck: A Cellular
Sensation" by Carl Crowell and "Istvan
Bodoczky"by Valerie Govig, addressed that
portion of kiting which holds the greatest
interest for me. I never really expected this
subject area to be covered when I turned to
the first article, which I quickly digested in
detail. Then, lo and behold, there was also
a second article with a focus on sculpture in
kiting. Simply stated, I was thrilled, grateful
and inspired. Hopefully there will be more
articles similar in subject matter in the future.
Any additional information concerning
art/sculpture/kites...would be greatly appreciated. The depth, breadth and quality of Kite
Lines is terrific. Please keep up the good
work. The next issue is always looked forward to with anticipation.
-Gary Walvoord
Spokane, Washington

Politicking

Store: Cavaliers du CielTmcs S.A.
5, allee des Tonneliers
F-34210 Olonzac, France
Tel: 33+68-91-18-32
Fax: 33t68-91-18-33
Floor space: 600 square
meters (6000 square. feet)
Hours: M-F 9-5
yearsin business: 17 meginning 1977 in Berlin, West
Germany)
Years profitable: 15
years-ed
~i~~~
i5 ~
Owners: Mona and Jean-Gil
Bonne

Ages: Mona: 47, Jean-Gil: 50
Favorite food: Mona: marchpane potatoes; Jean-Gil:
winegums
Last book read: Little Story of
Time, from the Big Bang to
Black Holes by S. Hauwking
and Les Vaisseaux du Coeur
by Benoite Groult
Last kite
Le
Grand Liwe des Cerfs-Volants
by Ambrose Lloyd and
Nicolette Thomas
Favorite flying spot:
Marseille, Plage du Prado
Latest
effort:
~
~promotional
:
1994 catalog and patent

process fight against
Paimpol
Specialty of the store:
- Best cblors in kites, and
modesty
Most important advice

ever received:Try to
change yourself, not others
Nicest sale ever made: Our
first customer in France,
1986
Best fringe benefit of the
store: Head in the clouds,
feet on the earth
Favorite issue of Kite Lines:
Spring-Summer 1992 with
the article on AndrC
Cassagnes, the ingenious
father of French ki

Never would I criticize Kite Lines for misquoting; your painstaking diligence is the
paradigm.
Contextually, however, I feel that your
editorial in the Summer-Fall1993issue may
have left the impression that I revel in the
sometimes dirty politics of the kite world.
How silly! Some kite people's behavior, as in
the wider world, is petty, mean-spirited and
self-destructive.
Insofar as politics is about interpersonal
relationships, ultimately the most interesting and satisfying aspect of living, I find
kite politics always interesting, sometimes
fascinating and occasionally sobering.
We should not ritually demean our "kite
politicians." Their tasks are difficult, often
thankless and absolutely necessary.
-Peter Lynn
Ashburton, New Zealand

Balancing
...a pleasure to receive the Summer-Fall
1993Kite Lines. Most exciting articles to me
were those of artist Istvan Bodoczky and
grandmaster Eiji Ohashi. I strongly like the
'
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currents
m
pictures, sculptures and not least the subtle
kites of Bodkzky. They reinforce my idea
that kiteflying in a way is poetry,
I was surprised by Ohashi's Magic Balancer. Although it reminds me of Chinese
centipedes, it is sufficiently new in presentation and simplification (one line). At one
time I was involved in some experiments
with thisway of stabilizing. Only two minor
remark
1. He is fully right to use a strhg between
the extreme points of the Balancer and the
kite's nose. But why did he not mention it
in the text nor represent it in the sketches?
It is hardly visible in the photos.
2. The kite with Balancer flies flat (on the
wind), but if you do what Ohashi recommends, attach the flying line to the kite's
nose, the line will be almost horizontal as
well as the whole train. I understand his
purpose, to limit the line stress, but I prefer
a train to rise more steeply, though it may
pull more strongly. The better visibility
seems to me a weak argument.
I was happy to find the old good simple
classic.. .the Sac City kite!
At first reading I did not fully understand your Letter from the Publisher on
politics in kiteflying. So I delved into my dictionaries to learn a second meaning of politics which I did not know before. Now I
completely understand "For Heaven's Sake."
It is the reason why I never wish to be
involved in commercial affairs relating to
kites.
-Harm van Veen
The Hague, Netherlands

Crediting
My main purpose for writing you concerns
the photograph of Jan Fischer's kite on page
25 of the Spring-Summer 1992 Kite Lines.
According to the photograph's caption, the
original kite was designed by Charles
Lamson in 1898.
I was a little surprised that Lamson was
given credit for this design because I thought
that another turn-of-the-centurykiteflier
was responsible.
I first saw an illustration of the kite in
"Scientific Kite-Flying," an article by J.B.
MilIet which was published in the May
1897 issue of The Century Magazine. In this
article, Millet creditshimself with the design.
I did check Clive Hart's book and, sure
Continued on page 14...
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3 Wallingford N.
Seattle, WA 98103 USA
206)632-6151
AX' (206)633-0301
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DESIGN WORKSHOP

The A.L.D. (Agreeable Little Delta)
By Kevin Shannon

any people have searched for the
perfect small delta. Although this
kite is far from being the ultimate, it
flies remarkably well for such a simple
design.
Its ancestry is rooted in at least a
dozen different designs, but it most
resembles a kite made a few years ago
by Cloud Pleasers. The original kite
that this is based upon was made by a
local craftsman named Daniel Gerlach.
I've refined its form over the years to
the kite you see here.

two short sides (figure 1).
2. Cut a triangular piece of adhesive-backed Dacron as a reinforcement
patch. Position it at the tip of the keel.
3. Fold and sew a %" hem along the
two short sides of the keel.
4. Insert an Mu grommet as the line
attachment point at the reinforced tip
of the keel. Alternatively, you can sew
a folded 2" piece of W" grosgrain ribbon at the tip (figure 6).

M

JoiningWings and Keel:

Materials:
1 yard of .75-oz. ripstop nylon
adhesive-backed ~acron@
polyester
tape ("crack-n-peel")for reinforcements
1grommet or 2" of X" grosgrain ribbon for the tow point
(2) 18"x W-diameter dowels (wing)
(1) 16"x %'-diameterdowel (spreader)
(1) 28" x %"-diameterdowel (spine)

Wings:
1. Cut two rhomboid shapes 24%"x
11"with an offset of 3" (see figure 1). Cutting
each rhomboid from a different color makes
a more attractive kite.
2. Flip one of the rhomboids over so
that it is a mirror-image of the other. Fold
and sew a %" hem on each of the short sides
on both pieces.
3. Cut each rhomboid shape into two
pieces across the long diagonal. Now divide
the pieces into two wing sets, each containing one piece from each rhomboid.
4. For each set, stack the two pieces,
good sides together, and join them with a
straight stitch along the shorter of the two
long sides. Your stitch line should be %I1
from the edge. Be sure to backstitch at the
beginning and end of each row of stitches to
lock your stitch (figure 2).
5. Turn each wing over and sew the
seam flat toward one side.
6. On the front of a wing, draw a pencil
line on one edge as a fold line for the wing
spars. This line is K" from the edge of the
wing. Do the same for the other wing but
with the pencil line on the opposite edge.
On each pencil line, measure up from the
12 / KITE LINES / SPRING-SUMMER 1994

The A.L.D. leaps into the sky.

bottom 14"and make a pencil mark for the
spreader pocket locations (figure 3).
7. Cut two 2%"squares of ripstop and
fold each on the diagonal twice. Sew a stitch
line X" from the second fold on each one to
form the spreader pockets (figure 4).
8. For each wing, fold on the pencil line
toward the back. Sew the wing sleeve with
a straight stitch, W" from the edge. Fold the
tip up and sew across the bottom of each
wing sleeve, backstitching, to close off the
sleeve. Leave a break in the stitching 1"
long about 1"from the bottom to allow for
insertion of the wing spars. Insert the spreader pockets at the 14" mark on each wing
sleeve. The center of the %"-widetunnel on
each spreader pocket should align with the
mark. At the top, trim off any of the wing
sleeve that overlaps the inside edge of the
wing (figure 5).

Keel:

1. Cut a piece of ripstop 1"x 30".
Fold this in half lengthwise. This will
become your spine sleeve.
2. Sandwich the keel between the
two wings. The wings should lie with
the good sides together and the back
of the keel should be 4%"from the
bottom edge. Insert the wing-keel
sandwich into the 1"x 30" folded
spine sleeve. Be sure thar extra sleeve
material is at the top and bottom. Sew
all of the pieces together X" from the
folded edge of the sleeve. Leave a 1"
break in stitching at the bottom of the
sleeve, about %" from the bottom (figure 7).
3. Sew across the ends of the spine sleeve
to close it off. Trim off the extra sleeve material about %" from the stitch line. For extra
strength, cut some adhesive-backedDacron
rectangles about K" x 2" and fold them over
the top and bottom ends of the sleeve to prevent the spine from poking through in a
crash (figure 8).

Finishing Touches:
1. Cut a piece of ripstop, pieced together if necessary, to form a tail 1"x 70".Sew the
ends of this tail onto the back at the bottom
of each wing center seam. This creates a
very effective loop tail (figure 9).
2. Cut the X 6 " dowels. The spine should
be cut to fit, with all other sticks to the stated dimensions. The ends of the spreader
can be pointed slightly in a pencil sharpener
to allow for easier insertion.
3. Attach your flying line (20 lb)...and
enjoy!

1. Cut a piece of ripstop in the shape of
a right triangle. The two short sides are 7%"
and 14%".The long side will measure about KEVIN SHANNON is an active kiter and runs
16".Align the grain of the fabric with the the Carlisle Kiteworks in Pennsylvania.

International
Tel: 714-830-3064
ax: 714-837-7452
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LElTERS.. .Continued porn page 11
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The inspiration...
enough, the design is attributed to Larnson.
I do not have a copy of Varney's article,
which I presume is "Kite-Flying in 1897"
which was published in the May 1898 issue
of Popular Science Monthly.
Was Hart mistaken or does Varney's article specifically name Larnson as the designer? Even if this is the case, I would have to
give priority to Millet since his article
appeared a year earlier. Also, the kite design
seems quite unlike the "Aerocurve" kites
that Lamson is best known for.
--Gordon S. Schmidt
North Canton, Ohio

boomerangs, Buffalo Cody Boxes,
Condor Kites, delta facets, fighters,
light accessories, Griffin, Jackite,
evin Shannon, kite bags, Kiteates, Martin Lester, Optikites
ody, Paraflex, parafoils, Peter Lynn
flatables and buggies, pins, Prof.
aldof, Quicksilver, Revolution,
hanti Line Products, Sky Delight,
peedwings, Squadron, TC Ultra
eries, Top Of The Line, Trlby,
wister (quad) winders and strap,
dy Kites.

em..
Road
44022

I

I

u g h we a r e w h o l e s a l e t o t h e t r a d e o n l y ,
w e ' d b e h a .v v
. v- t o d i r e c t v o u t o t h e n e a r e s t d e a l e r
who s e l l s o u r - f i n e p r o d u c t s
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Gordon, we believe you are right, for the reasons
you gave as well as the fact that George Varney's
work is not noted for its accuraq. Thus are
errors in kite historyperpetuated. Thanks for correcting this one with your sharp spotting.

Correcting
In the Summer-Fall 1993Kite Lines, an Arch
Ribbon with metric numerals shown in "In
the Wind" (page 65) was incorrectly credited. It was made by Frank Schwiemann of
Germany, to a design by ~tienneVeyres of
France.
In the same issue, the front view drawing
of the Cross Deck kite by Carl Crowell @age
27) was incorrectly presented with solid
parts where background should have shown
through. This obvious mistake was not that
of the illustrator, Ron Petralito.
In the kite reviews in the Winter 1993Kite
Lines, we misunderstood Dan Flintier when
we said the Buffalo Cody Kite Co. was "folding its tent" (page 18).The Buffalo Cody Kite
Co. is definitely not out of business. It may
be reached at 5129 Lynwood Avenue,
Blasdell, NY 14219;tel: 716-824-6688.
Also in this reference, the sail area of the
Cody Kite by OptiKites (page 17) was given
in square feet instead of square inches. Its
proper measurement is 2,016 square inches.
Kite Lines regrets the errors.
Write us a letter! Anythmg you write to
Kite Lines may be considered for publication, so please mark it "not for publication"
if you want no doubt to be left about it.
Address to: Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466,
Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA. Or
fax us at 410-922-4262.
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Kestrel, Deca, Bugs, Barmge 6 Bee
By Michael J. Graves, Ilene Atkins, Me1 Govig & Valerie Govig assisted by Steve Polansky & the Kite Lines staff

Kestrel by Sky Delight Kites
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Top
the
by
Sky Delight Kites and the
Synergy-Deca by
Guildworks ~i~~

The Kestrel from Sky Delight (Joel Scholz)
features some of the most appealing graphics that we have ever seen on a stunt kite.
After hearing good things about the kite
from a few fliers, we were eager to try it for
ourselves. Would it fly as good as it looks?
The Kestrel's construction is excellent in
all respects. The sail is sewn from hot-cut %oz ripstop nylon, stitched with a wallang zigzag. The frame is Beman 6.3 MA4 Strong, and
it features molded plastic fittings. The leading edge is somewhat curved, inducing a
nice camber into the sail. The sail is quite
shallow, measuring 6%"at the standoffs.
Our sample kite was test flown in winds
ranging from 4 to 10 mph. We used 110-foot
sets of 80-lb or 135-lb Spectra line, depending on the windspeed.
The Kestrel exhibited a small but completely controllable amount of oversteer. Its
turning radius was well inside the wingtip.
Straight-linetracking was good. 'lhe Kestrel's
forward speed was quite fast, as was its rate
of turn. 'The usable wind window was large.
"
The kite's handling was generally solid, suitable for
By most definitions, the Kestrel is not
an ultralight-though it did perform sur-

prisingly well in winds below 5 mph, showing only a minor reduction in usable window. We found that moving the bridle clips
toward the nose was necessary when the
wind dropped below 6 mph. As the wind
increased, the Kestrel generated a considerable amount of pull and a lot of noise.
The kite arrived with the outhauls setup
short for optimum stalling ability. We found
it easy to perform snap stalls, as well as
slides across large portions of the window.
The short fhght manual that comes with the
Kestrel gives a nice overview of bridle setup
theory for those who care to experiment.
Most of the advanced maneuvers were
possible, though the combination of the
tail surfaces and the relatively shallow cut of
the sail make the Kestrel a bit unforgiving.
Fumbling a radical move often caused the
kite to end up in an unrecoverable position, floating to the ground.
On the ground the Kestrel offered more
limited capabilities. Leading edge launches were no problem, but tumbling into an
u ~ r i g h tDosition was difficult. However,
with outhauls set short for stalling, we
could execute perfect landings easily, even
directly downwind. Launching and landing
aside, the Kestrel shows greater prowess in
%I1
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stunt kites that really deserve the adjective
unique. The Deca is a tense@& a Buckminster Fuller creation which is defined as
a structure that is made up of isolated members (the spars) under compression from a
set of tensioned lines (the rigging). In practice this means that the sail, rigging, and
framing members work cooperatively to
maintain the kite's shape.
Assembling the Reca takes patience the
first few times, though the owner's guide
ofFrzrs a good description of the procedure.
We recommend assembling the kite a few
times indoors before you attempt assembly
outside, where the wind can blow things
around.
The Deca's frame is three-wrap carbon,
with a spare four-wrap center spar for very
windy days. An ultralight version is also
available, using two-wrap sparring. Each
spat end is color coded and goes into the cap
with the matching colored stripe. The sail is
made out of 3/4-02 ripstop polyester, with
~ a c r o n @ ~ o l ~ ereinforcements
ster
where it
joins the frame. Hems and seams are all
double-turned. Overall, the Deca is quite
well made.
As a quad-linekite, the Deca invites comparison to the Revolution, though it is very
different. The Revolution can be described
as a pair of sails sharing a common leading
edge. As such, the attitude of each half can
be adjusted quite independentlyof the other. .
In contriist, the Deca is essentiallya w e sail
with winglets. The k J ssail can be warped
in flight, altering the attitude of either half
of the wing, and its winglet.
Test @$ts lqpn using a set of Rev 1handles on 75 feet of Wlb Spectra line in a 6
mph breeze. It was apparent that the Deca
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moved backward equally as well as fo&.
Spinning about its center was possible,
though a bit more difficult than we were
used to.
The Deca did not move sideways very
well, presumably because of the dihedral
created by the winglets. Later flights in
stronger wind showed improved but still
limited sideways movement. Performance
was improved in winds over 8 mph. In general, the Deca behaves like a hybrid of dualand quad-line kites.
The sprin@ke loading of the frame made
for some interesting handlhg. Diving into
snap stalls, the Deca seemed to almost
bounce as the frame reacted to the move.
Holding the kite in one place, we could see
the frame constantlyreactkgto slight variations in the wind.
With all its spars and rigghg, Rev 2 style
3D flyingis not practical, but the Deca has
its own type of 3D capability. With the kite
overhead, a quick. pull on the upper k s
caused the Deca to stall and tumble, wrapping iself in the flyinglines.Unwinding was
a simple matter of a quick pull on the lower
lines. In exploring the Deca's 3D potential,
we tried a 37-foot set of 80-lb Spectra lines,
but found we had greater freedom to tumble and recover on the longer lines. And
it's the playful tumbling with this kite that
we relished. When you're tired of the sameo same-o competition maneuvers, the
Synergy-Deca offers something unique.
-M.J.G./%A.

tested all three in their smaller versions.
Our models were early runs of the series
and were appliqukd, but we understand
that the later production kites will have
printed areas.
No assembly is required except snapping
on the tail. In the right winds (5 to 8 mph),
the bugs fly nicely without a tail, but not
without supervision. With added tail,our
samples flew better in light to moderate
winds, though not at a very high angle.
(The Ladybird had a slight edge in performance, but nothing sqqicant,)
The angle did not spoil it for us. We have
always especially liked the rare kites that
combine stable flight and kinetic a~%-.These
bugs are a great example. In flight, their
"legs," formed by the keels, flutter in the
wind and turn the critters busy.
The Lester bugs represent an "in" joke.
Parafoil makers struggleto create keels without slack, keels that wonlt ripple to disturb
the profile or performance of their prized
steady fliers. But Martin Lester has taken a
negative element and made it positiv*
even exaggerated it. The result is these cute
baby foils with "bad" keels. They made us
laugh, they made us happy. And on top of
that, they're sold at a reasonable price.
-M.G./KG.

Sauls Barrageby One of Jerry's
It was built in tribute to the famous Naval
&age Kite designed by Harry Sauls (who in
turn worked from a Lawrence Hargrave original) and used by cargo ships in World War
II to foul strafing airplanes. However, maker
Soft Bugs by Martin Lester
Here's the latest in soft flying sculpture by Jerry Sinotte (One of Jerry's Kites) has senthe inventive Martin Lester of England: sibly adapted his Sauls Barrage to meet the
three bugs, the Ladybird, the Bumblebee demands of today's materials and kitefliets.
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~tuntevs
Kestrel

Synergy-

Sky Delight

Guildworks

I DATA CHART 1

Ladybird1 Bumblebee

Name of Kite

1

I

One-Liners
Barrage

Yakko Bee

Manufacturer

I

M. Lester

M. Lester

Sail Material

I

RN

RN

RN

RN

I

OneofJeny's Schwiernann

I

I

CFt

CFt

I

Framing Materials

I

n/a

n/a

CFt

CFr, B

I

1

1240

1156

1

Sail Area (sq.in.)

I

500

530

4700

253

1

As you might expect from Jerry's respect- 1 80 - 150
80 - 150 1
Suggested Line (Ibs)
1 20
20
150
ed studio, fittings play a big role in the construction and performance of this kite. At
first you may find the tensioning lines and
fittings for the cross spars a little overdone.
VG
I Easc of LandingIGrounUWork I G
VG
VG
VG
I
However, as you assemble and adjust the
kite, you come to appreciate the utility of
nla
I
Speed in Turns
I nla
nla
nla
every line and fixture. Through a series of
well-placed tensioning lines and special
extendable longerons, it is possible to bring
the kite into perfect tension and shape in
even the wettest or driest of conditions.The
price one pays is a rather lengthy setup.
Once assembled, the kite's bridle lines
are easy to attach to the forward leading
edge. The placement of the bridles allows the
NOTES: Retall price (US dollars) is "advertised" or "suggested."Wind range (mph) covers minimum and maximum
kite to be "pumped" up into stable winds, to
speeds deemed suitable by our evaluators. Dimensions are in the following order: width x height. Measurements and
assume a very flat ghde attitude backwards
(usually) drawings are made with the kite standing on the floor facing the viewer. Materials: RN-Ripstop Nylon,
RP-Ripstop Polyester, DT-Dacron Tape, WD-Wooden Dowels, Marnboo, FGFiberglass, GRGraphite, EP-Epoxy,
and to climb to a good sharp angle. The
CF-Carbon Fiber, r-Rods, t-Tubes, MP-Molded Plastic, V-Vinyl. Speed: SL-Slow, M e d i u m , F-Fast. Skill levels:
Barrage does not pull heavily on the line, but
N-Novice, I-Intermediate, SK-Skilled. Pull: L-Low, M-Medium, W l g h . Noise: SI-Silent, L-Low, M-Medium,
I think it would lift a small camera. The
KHigh. Other ratings: P-Poor, A-Acceptable, M o o d , VGVery Good, &Excellent, nla-not applicable.
flight behavior more resembles a delta's
than a box's. The kite rotates vertically
around the tow point to absorb gusts, yield- sunshine against a sky of blue, we thought cious to risk to the elements.
On the other hand, the effective graphing a fairly constant line tension in winds our lime Sauls Barrage was handsome.
-M. G. ics ask to be hung as art between fights. The
between 6 and 20 mph. Because of the large
Yakko Bee is true and superb kite art. It may
haunt of vertical surface, the kite tends to
be a wind seeker, turning quickly toward Yakko Bee by Iirank Schwiemann be derivative art, like a good translation of
changing currents. For this reason the In a trip to IXsseldorf last fall, I Ifortunate a foreign literary work, and in the same way
Barrage should be carefully attended if you to spend several days with Frank Schwie- it has its own creativity. I expect even Hashiare flying among other people. A combi- mann and his family. Frank had already mot0 would be delighted to own one.
Like its ancestors, the Yakko Bee is a onenation of high angle of flight and quick gained attention as an innovative kitemakresponse to wind changes could make.you er on his home turf.Now Carlisle Kiteworks line maneuverablekite. While not a fighter
kite as such, it does ask for the same skills if
unpopular among neighbors with low-angle, is importing his Yakko Bee to the U.S.
The design adaptations to ripstop and you want to achieve the full effect of the
long-tailed kites.
Anice feature: the Sauls Barrage folds up graphite composite from bamboo and paper hummer's drone and the darting moveto 34"xYx6".As for appearance, we admired are freshly engineered and meticulously ments of the bee. But I have never flown a
the geometric simplicity and elegant flight executed to achieve a kite that flies very bee kite that emitted such a good, strong
so much we even grew fond of the color of much like the bee kites of Japan, such as the buzz at such a low level of flight.
As I always admit, I have rarely met a
our sample, electric lime green. A recent admired variants by Satoshi Hashimoto.
color preference survey indicates that the The synthetic materials let you relax and fighter kite I did not like. I fell in love with
-M.G
most disliked hue is chatreuse. But lit with enjoy flying the Yakko Bee; it is not too pre- this one at first flight.
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WHAT'S NEW: BOOKS

Upwinds G Downdrafts
By Maurizio Angeletti, Ilene Atkins and Valerie Govig

Best SchimmelpfennigYet
Neue Lenkdrachen und Einleiner bauen und
fliegen (New Stunt Kites and One-Liners to Make
and Fly) by Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig
(Niedernhausen, Germany: Falken, 1993),
in German, softcover, 80 pages, $22.95.
This fifth book by Wolfgang Schirnmelpfennig is for me his best to date. Whereas
the basic style is not particularly different
from previous works by the same author (a
style which has clearly influenced scores of
other German books in recent years), there's
an air of freshness here due to several factors.
First of all, the production is technically
above reproach. The pictures (all taken by
the author and of very good quality) are
sharp and effective and their subjects are
carefully chosen.
Almost all the kites are credited, although
often in a confusing way. The reader who
doesn't know Randy Tom or Michel Gressier
will wonder which kites belong to these
makers, because credits are not placed next
to the related pictures.
The excellent drawings by Peter Morgenbrodt are the best I have seen in this kind of
book, somewhat along the lines of the previous work Phantastische Drachenwelt (also
illustrated by Morgenbrodt.) The resulting
kite plans are extremely clear and detailed,
and the use of color sets a new standard for
technical kite drawings.
Beyond its good looks, the book benefits
from more essential aspects, foremost being
the fact that this time all the kite designs
18 / KITE LINES / SPRING-SUMMER 1994

seem to be by the author himself. Paradoxically, Schimmelpfennig doesn't bother to
aedit himselfmuch-the reader might think
that these designs are just hanging from
the myhcal tree-of-kites, ready to be picked
by anybody as if they were in the public
domain.
The choice of kites is good: six stunters
and three one-liners-the latter not particularly innovative, yet interesting and welltreated. The selection of steerable delta wings
is especially interesting.We see variations in
shape, bridling, and elements such as the
small tail rudder of the Scanner. The stunt
kite chapter ends with the Paradox, a tridimensional quad-liner.
Materials and building techniques are
concisely described. Good items include a
short paragraph on sewing techniques and
one on fine tuning of stunt kites.
But perhaps the most interesting items
are the first two chapters. They are a breakthrough in comparison to the trite introductions of most contemporarykite books.
The first one, "Drachen im Wandel der
Zeit" ("Kites in the Course of Time") is a
refreshing alternative to those deadly abbreviated "histories" of kites. It sums up and concentrates on the major developments in
Western kite design, and it only suffers from
its shortness (about one page of text) that
inevitably leads to a superficial treatment.
There is one curious, big mistake, the date of
the invention of the Flexifoil given as 1992
(it was 1976)-an obvious oversight which

doesn't affect the overall contents.
In the second chapter, titled "Drachen
Kreativ Gestalten" ("Creative Kite Design"),
the author attempts a short but comprehensive theory encompassing colors, effect
of color, color and form, shape creation,
three dimensions on a surface, and hints for
design of sails. While appreciatingthis effort,
I feel it is far too compressed and simplified.
It will take much more for each aspiring
kite artist than to just follow this condensed
set of general rules, although they will possibly benefit some neophites who have just
discovered kites and need a starting point.
Neither Schimmelpfennig nor the kite literature in general has yet produced a real, indepth study of modem kite history or aesthetics. Neither one would be an easy task.
But what a fascinating goal to attain, to
show kites fully, suspended as they are
between their inherent grass-roots essence
and their full right to be considered, by
now, a s i w c a n t and unique form of art.
-M.A.

Is 182 Pages Enough?
Kite Precision: Your Comprehensive Guide for
Flying Controllable Kites by Ron Reich (Ramona, California: Tutor Text, 1994), softcover, 182 pages, $14.95.
Kite Precision is the first written effort of
longtime stunt kite master Ron Reich. Since
the early days of the sport, Ron has been
known for innovation and a willingness to
share openly his knowledge and experience.
Kite Precision offers good information,
but it could have been organized and presented better. For example, controlling multiple kites is followed by a section on selecting a kite! If you're flying two or more kites,
wouldn't you already have selected your
kites? There are many low-resolution photographs which, while clearly illustrating
their points, detract from professionalism for
which the book might have been striving.
Many common desktop publishing mistakes are evident, but we can forgive this
somewhat because the content is good.
Flying techniques are described throughout the book in simple to understand yet
very clear detail. Basic topics include kite
parts, setting up, posture, safety, various
launches and landings, turns and speed
control. The author addresses all the flying

techniques needed to become a basically
profident flier. Well-detailedexplanationsof
individual tricks, such as turtle launches,
tip drags and "dog stake" flying give any flier
something to practice.
The sections on flying the Revolution
and Flexifoil kites give excellent descriptions
of beginner-to-advanced techniques. Ron's
expertise with all kinds of stunt kites is conveyed as he presents this information, while
maintaining enough enthusiasm to interest fliers at all levels of experience. This can
alsobe said of his coverage of team flying.He
of Saul's Naval Barrage Kite
includes such topics as how to get started, from
Box Kites by Bill Cochrane.
basic-to-complicatedmaneuvers, building a
routine and fun things such as two people
tained in The Ultimate Book of Kites by Paul
flying one kite.
and
Helene Morgan-even the colors of the
As would be expected, Ron's introduction
to team flying is first rate. He describes a log- trousers, of the jacket and hair of the woman
ical system for classifymg team maneuvers are the same! The end papers, too, are an
by type and degree of difficulty, and gives obvious swipe, using a repeat pattern of
good examples. A noteworthy section, but kites (diamondsinstead of deltas, but what's
all too short.
the difference?)
The last section in this book remains
The introductory pages portray George
incomplete. The introduction to team chore- Peters's kites-without recognition of the
ography follows in natural progression after maker. How many times have we seen these
the basics. Ron gives enough information for very same kites in recent kite books? Sirnilaryou to work out a routine, but, as he himself ly, an uncredited Peter Malinski parafoil
states in the book, there is a lot more you marks the upper right comer of each page.
need to know to produce a new and polished None of the projects show how to make
performance. He's already working on his these kites.
next book to give us the rest of the details.
What's most disappointing is the poor
Maybe his future writings will also include content of the book. There are a few interinformation about the kite community and esting ideas here and there: look at the shape
and bridling of the Delta Stunter or, on a
its events, in which his talents thrived.
I was a bit disappointed to find Kite more modest scale, the Delta Bird. But no
Precision explaining basics that are already appendix is included to provide entry to
available elsewhere, especially when Ron the larger world of kites.
The plans, a mixed bag of things seen
can offer unrivaled depth on the more
advanced topics. However, mastering all plentifully elsewhere, unfold in no logical or
the techniques Ron presents will certainly sequential order, for example by models,
give any flier a solid foundation in the sport. materials or degrees of difficultyin buildmg.
This is a book in which every stunt flier, Our favorite is the Eddy Train: a train made
whether beginner or advanced, will find of four kites decorated by that old technique
something of value.
of sponge painting and built using that
-IA.
other old technique of "soaking the four
Sincerest Form of Flattery cross-spars underwater for about two hours
Making Kites by Rhoda Baker & Miles Denyer to make them flexible"-isn't all this revo(Secaucus, New Jersey: Chartwell Books, lutionary in 1994?
1993),hardcover, 80 pages, $12.98.
It is sad to see a book like this so attracIt's a new book-but you have seen it tively packaged-with good photographs,
already! The chapters "Flying a Single-line layout and printing-around such weak
Kite" and "Flying a Dual-line Stunt kite" content. An average reader knowing nothare literally copied from the pictures con- ing about kites might buy this without see-

ng its shortcomings. It was produced by an
American discount book publisher with the
apparent intention of hitting the bargain
market. Most thoughtful kiters will not be
-MA.
part of this market.

Light as a Winerack
Box Kites Making and Flying by Dr. Bill
Cochrane (London, England: B.T. Batsford
Limited, 1993),hardcover, 96 pages, $34.95.
This book puts to rest the old adage that
you can't tell a book by its cover. This one,
you can. Right on the cover is an unappealing box kite, braced with extra-thick
wooden spars and a slack two-leg bridle.
The kite obviously wasn't flying at the time
somebody tossed it in the air to take a quick
photograph.
The cover picture is a trademark of the
style and content of the whole work. The
kites pictured consistentlyshow slack sails,
in some cases bordering on the ridiculous:
look at the limp Saul's Naval Barrage.
From time to time a nicer kite shows up,
like the uncredited Prof. Waldof Tetrahedral
Kite on page 41-but when credit is given,
as on page 11, the maker becomes Peter
Waldren (for Waldron) and the brand Professor Waldorf. Joseph Lecomu's kites are not
mentioned at all in the chapter titled "The
History of the Box Kite," but one of his kites
lurks somewhere under the novel but not
very scholarly title of "Winerack Kite."
As a whole, the work is a hodgepodge of
between the high-tech
opposites, strugglu-~g
image of its superficially pleasing layout
and the pictures of audelookmg kites, crafted using old-fashioned building systems.
Dr. Cochrane's Box Kites seems to have a
bit of everything but not enough of anything, as in its skinny list of books for further
reading, and the emaciated "useful addresses"-not much indeed for the overweight
-MA.
cover price.

For the Children
Four Krazy Kites to make and fly by David
Pelham (New York: Dutton, 1994)' softcover, 32 pages, $6.99. (Publication in May.)
David Pelham's classic 1976 (and still in
print) Penguin Book of Kites boosted enthusiasm for kites to a new adult level that continues to grow. Many kiters can measure
Continued on page 23 . . .
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Among all the kites made for traction
over the past few years, have any been
specifically designed for use over water?
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lar new beach sport. It is easy to handle
and it is extremely safe for the user as well
as for .earby swimmersbecause neitherthe
boat nor the kite can sink or hurt thanks to
their innatable smmress Fu*emore*e
boat, the kite and all their accessories can fit
Bruno and Dominique Legaignoux, two into a small bag, 60 x 32 x 32 cm, (about 2
young French sailors and inventors, have ft x 13 in. x 13 in.) for transport, the total
come up with a safe and reliable sailing kite, weighmg no more than lOkg (about 22 lbs).
The kite itself is interesting in design
very easy to relaunch without assistance
because of its unique (and patented) feaeven after it has fallen in the water.
Since their first prototypes, which were tures. Surprisingly, the Legaignoux brothers
actually developed for waterskiing and have had very few contacts with the kite
reached the size of 20 square meters (about community.They come from a sailing back215 square feet), nine years of quiet research ground-both of them were French junior
and development elapsed. It was only last champions in the '70s. This may explain
summer that the Legaignoux brothers began why their kite is so innovative, and escapes
production. They are now looking for part- the influence of other already marketed
ner companies to help in distribution on a designs.
The six-square-meter (about 65-squarelarger scale.
Although it can suit other boats and foot) single-layer sail is made from light
already has been adopted by dozens of laminated polyester ripstop cloth and its
kayakers, this innovative kite is normally shape maintained by six custom-made
meant to be used with a 3.2-meter-long idatable ribs: a long one of arch form along
(10%-foot-long)inflatable catamaran pur- the leading edge, and five others which give
posely designed by the two brothers. This shape to the profile. They are made of a
kite-propelled catamaran known as "WIPI- special (secret) light and elastic material and
CAT" (WInd Propelled Inflatable CATama- slid inside cloth sleeves. You just blow them
ran) has all the features to make it a popu- up, put the valves back in place and the

The WlPlCAT system applies not only to
catamarans (as seen on cover) but to sea
kayaks, opposite. Applications on sand, ice
and snow are also being explored.
This page, right, paired hulls shoot high at
take-off. The inflated frame and shape of the
wing permit relaunching from water.

kite is ready. It will not sink nor fill up with
water like other wind-inflated wings. In case
of a puncture, which is very unlikely to
happen on water, the kite can still fly with
one or even two ribs deflated. The ribs are
easy to repair or replace.
Seen from the front, the kite has a half circle shape. One immediately notices the
absence of any complex bridling; only two
fairly short (sixmeter [about 20foot]) polypropylene lines,
which float on
water, come from
each end of the
arch and are
attached with a
safe quick-release
system to the
harness of the
pilot, who doesn't have to bear
the pull through
his arms.
Directional
control of the
kite is achieved
by pulling on the small knobs attached at
the ends of two smaller lines, running
through the main ones, coming out just
one foot (about 30 cm) before the kite and
attached a little higher to its leading edge.
Pulling the right knob will lean the kite to
the left, and vice versa. (The controls are the

Inflation and transport of the WlPlCAT system is streamlined; Right, the wing waits in
the green bag while the catamaran undergoes inflation. Inset, all the equipment in
the bag weighs only 10 kilos (22 Ibs).

"opposite" of what they are on regular
stunt kites.) In light winds, pulling both
knobs will give an extra kick to the kite. Of
course, the WIPICAT system is not meant
for acrobatics in
the sky. The kite
is designed in
such a way that
it can be steered
with only one
These features
along with the
ability to move
the towing point
relative to the

boat provide full directional control: turns on
the spot, quick stops, reverse drives, and
windward courses up to 60".When it falls on
the water, the kite tumbles, pushed by the
wind, and soon gets into the proper position
for a relaunch. Windspeeds over Force 2 to
3 (4 to 12 mph) are required to make this
maneuver possible.
Through the many tests they did, the
Legiiignoux brothers have reached speeds of
15 knots (17mph) with their catamaran.
Many other uses of this kite are soon to
be explored, particularly in the field of
sailing safety. Perhaps this unsinkable kite
could become a regular feature on every
lifeboat.

I
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Experience the Art of Design-Science.
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Stay with the Original

BIG WINGS Series Kite Bags 1

WIDEST RANGE OF

> QUALITY BAGSAT
ALL BAGS ARE 100%
NYLON CORDURAm
CALL FOR BROCHURE &
LIST OF LOCAL DEALERS
M.L.D. ASSOCIATES
BIG WINGS Series Kite Bags
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WHAT'S NMI: BOOKS . . . Continued

SQUADRON
KITES
New for 1994
"DaVinci Flying Machine"

their reverence for Pelham by the number of
copies they have worn out and replaced.
For kiters, therefore, anything Pelham
does is important. However, since The Penp i n Book, Pelham has designed kite books
rather than written them. He has created
paper kites that are printed in books (or
book-like portfolios), then cut out, glued
together and flown. These artful, charming
productions offer singular fun and results
that fly, even though the sail loadings
(weght-to-liftingarea ratios) are usually less
than ideal. This book is Pelham1sthird of this
kind (after Kites to Make and Fly in 1982
and Fly Kites in 1990). All are dressed in
bright, happy colors and accompanied by
friendly, systematic instructions. Measurements are thoughtfully given in both metric and U.S. Each book has included a reel
that you cut, fold and glue together from
the paperback cover-very clever!
Four Krazy Kites is like Pelham's other
kite books except this time the kites are
sleds, identical in construction but each with
a different "Krazy" Picasso-style face.
Although The Penguin Book is still the place
for a real creative charge, this little book
makes a good introduction to kites, especially for children.

This book contains nine kites and three
spinners, but the desire for quantity seems
to have overtaken quality: the instructions
are sketchy throughout. Once again, the
layout and printing (mixing photographs
and illustration) are competent enough. It's
the content that lets us down. We can handle that as adults, but for children it
shouldn't happen.
-KG.

Latest concept. A kite or a hand
propellesd glider. Based on DaVinci's
famous drawings. Snap-together
model for ease of use. 28" wingspan.

Book News & Forecasts

Coming Soon . . .
Recumbent bicycle expert Nop Velthuizen
and his friends Servaasvan der Horst and Jan
Pit have another book in the works, Stunt
Kites 11:New designs, buggies and boats. (Yea!
buggy plans!) Out in Dutch, German and
English in June, they say. . .America's most
prolific kite book author, Wayne Hosking,
has three works scheduled for publication
this year. The first, Kites for Kiak, is in the
pipeline as we go to press, a "simpler" book,
we're told, and only $8.95 . . . Speaking of
Wayne, his 1992 coffee table book, Kites,
has just come out in paperback form at a
new lower price, $11.95. Not a great reduction from the original hardback's $15.95, and
the scant updating of the appendixes leaves
mosterrorsandomissionswhollyintactbut both front and back covers are entirely
Step-@-Step Making Kites by David Michael new (and better) . . . Dave Gomberg's Stunt
(New York: Kingfisher Books, 1993), soft- Kites!, which first burst on the scene in the
bygone days of 1988, will be published in
cover, 40 pages, $5.95.
This book might be compared to The April with a new cover and a new price,
UsborneBook ofKites by Susan Mayes because $11.95. Contents, revised extensively last
it is similar in format and audience and the year, will be further updated.
price is the very same. However, on close
examination, these two books are quite And Still to Come. ..
unlike. The essential difference is that 7'he Tal Streeterls book, A Kite Journey Through
Usborne Book honestly tries and comes very India, is finally completely written. Of course,
dose to being a book that children really can the publisher, Weatherhill, still has work to
use independently. Step-by-step Making Kites do on it, so it won't be out until Christmas
of this year. (Authors often postpone books,
just flubs it.
For example, it suggests carbon fiber but publishers are another breed--and this
spars, ripstop and other high-tech materials has to be the longest postponement of a kite
without making any suggestionsfor obtain- book ever by a publisher.) Says the author,
ing them-as if they were in every local K- "It will be a thick book-more than you ever
Mart. Also, amazingly, it suggests stitching wanted to know about India's kites!" . . .
nylon by hand with need'e and thread. Maybe Another book alreadyfrom Richard Synergy?
sewing machines are a bit dangerous for Yes, in June. Title: Kiting to Record Altitudes.
children, but it seems to me this solution Half is the story of setting the single-kite
goes too far!--especially when the pho- Canadian altitude record and half is data,
tographs show kites that obviously were tables and details telling how you, too, can
machine sewn.
hit the heights.
-KG.
"

kites of famous
60w
wingspan. Three-dimensional body.

'-

42" wingspan, Ripstop Nylon,
Fiberglass, stand-offs, ready-to-fly,
sold as single, 3-pack.
IT REALLY RIPS!!

DACRON

WE ALSO SELL:
Diamond Kites, Paper Kites, Premium
Kites, Tiger Squadron Gliders and
Accessories

Coast Kites
15953 Minnesota Avenue
Paramount, CA 90723
TO ORDER:
1-800-735-4837
3 10-634-3630
FAX: 310-634-5425
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Flexifnil International P.O.Box 60

-

Newmarket England phone: 0638 668422 fax: 0638 6 6 8 2 1 9
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Kites fly against the dramatic backdrop of Volador In Medellin, Colombia.

w

Thls is yaripa (below]. Only 40
feet off the highway and deep
in t h e jungle, Jairo Montoya
and Don Eccleston find it.
Typical canes harvested are
half-inch diameter, from seven
t o 10 feet long, clear, tapered
and light as a feather.

I

1

I
m

The five days following the air show
here on earth am I? The kites
were
packed with activity as we toured the
are 50 feet off the ground as I
look down on them floating area on a people-to-peopleexcursion. Every100 feet below me, bold against the hill- where we went it was children at our elbows,
sides and the city. What is this beautiful parents smiling beside. We learned that this
place? Medellin! That's right, Medellin, was a usual pattern of kiting in Colombiamaking and flying kites with children and
Colombia, South America.
it was very much in keeping
For years, U.S. television has imposed familie-d
on us a distorted view of this country as with the spirit of "Yaripa."
And what is yaripa? Yaripa is a strong
being rife with drugs and chaos. I had met
In& Elvira Uribe and other members of the native reed with a pithy core which makes
excellent kite spars.
Yaripa group in ThaiComparable to synland two years earlier.
thetics in lightness, it
Her charm, somewhere between Peter
is completely renewable and biodePan and Mother Teregradable. I weighed
sa, made me detersome yaripa that I
mined to see the counbrought
back from
trv
for
mvself.
,
) ~olombiaand calcuThe first week in
I lated that 16 yards of
December was to be
Colombia's first interit weighing eight
ounces (with a diamnational kite festival,
lnbs
and
Jaim
look
up.
eter of approxirnateand In& and her husband Jairo Montoya had managed to get ly 36") is right at a half-ounce per yard.
Yaripa is also a spirit. As Inits says, "Our
kiteflying included in a huge two-day air
show at the Medellin in-town airport. The group is dedicated to protecting the envicity's altitude of 6,000 feet and its position ronment. We try to focus attention on the
iust above the equator make the sun burn air around us through kiteflying." It was
hot and bright, and cool breezes are deceiv- In& and Jairo who founded the unique kite
ing. But we didn't notice at the air show, club Yaripa-Asociacion Ecol6gica de
with its amazing crowds, in the tens of thou- Cometeros del Volador in 1988.The group
sands. The show, complete with hang glid- was named for the yaripa cane and Volador,
ers, sail planes, ultralights, parachutists and the group's favorite flying site, one of the
modelers was a great foundation for a week- mountains within the city of Medellin.
long series of activities for visiting kitefliers. Yaripa is set apart from other kite clubs in
Though foreign participants were few (four Colombia by its concentration on tradifrom the UnitPd States and two from tional kites made from native materials and
its use of the craft to combat the influences
England), the affair was well attendedmany kiters came from Bogotti and else- of drugs and crime on the young people of
the region.
+
where in Colombia.
I

I

1

I

I

Kites of screen-printed cotton
are framed with yaripa.
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Kites rise in flocks from t h e streets of t h e Barrio Picacho in Medellin.

We visited Volador, a addleback ridge ris-

ing about 1,000feet above the surrounding
city. To show how seriously the Yaripa group
takes its ecological commitment, the first
thing each of us did on our arrival was to
plant a tree. (Now I ask you, how many
kite clubs plant trees on their favorite flyinn
, site?)~ f t e the
; planting, 40 or 50 of the
Colombian kitefliers
rapidly launched
their trademark sixsided, long-tailed
kites as well as classic
designs-boxes,
Conynes, deltas. We
visitors joined them
to fill the sky.
Our ever-present,
ever-pleasant guides
and interpreters,
Anita Jaramillo and
~ l a n c aStella Montoya, helped us to
talk to the f-liers on
the field, such as Jose
Ernesto l'alacio A. of
Medellin, who said,
"You have so many kite materials. We.in
Colombia need information about them.
Even though we have cotton, paper and
yaripa, it isnot enough." Odd b i t &e that
in fabri~-~roducing
society (textiles are
second only to coffee as exports),the kiters
still crave what they don't have: ripstop,
connectors, composite spars.
But the kiters make the most of what
they have. I saw complex box kites made by

1
1

b
I
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German (pronounced Her-monn) A. Serrano
Gomez of Medellin and Dr. Raiil Motta of
Bogoth using ~yvek@.
One surface was rollerpainted a bright color. In the air, the effect
of the contrasting white surfaces to the
painted ones was riveting. The bones of
these kites were varipa.
.
A highlight of
the week was our
trip to El Petiol
(locally referred to
as "the largest rock
in the world")
rhere most of our
,arty climbed the
500-or-sofeet to the
top and flew kites.
.fterwards, we
.;opped for several
hours in the village
of Guatape while
our bus driver
repaired a flat tire.
*

I

Above,
.

semanoGomez
and his Tyvek
box kite.

Butterfighter by Joel
Sshoh flier at
Medellin,s airport. [Note t h e
three airplanes
flying nearby.)

I

"<

This happy interruption let us enjoy an
excellent meal of fresh bass from the lake.
We then admired the waterside kiteflying of
Joel Scholz with his Butterfighter and Jon
Trennepohl with his Ultralite stunter. Don
Eccleston and Derek Kuhn of the Midlands
Kite Fliers in England always had something to fly whatever the winds.
A stop on our itinerary was the Picacho
Barrio (barrio is neighborhood in Spanish)
where we made and flew nearly 500 plastic
sled kites with the local children. The
kitemaking was accomplished without tables
or chairs; circles of kids and volunteers sat
cross-leggedin the streets. At this and other
stops, U.S. kitemaker Jane Parker Ambrose,
founder of One Sky One World (OSOW),
delighted the children with her menagerie
of animal windsocks.
Most of the visitors from Bogota and the
U.S. left for home before the end of the
week, leaving
" an item of unfinished business
to those of us remaining. That was to fly
OSOW's TKTWFATW (The Kite That Will
Fly Around The World). This 50-square-foot
parafoil is on an extended journey to kite festivals in many countries. At each location,
a banner signed by supporters is attached to
the kite and flown.
Hoping to fly the kite and its Yaripa banner made specially for the occasion, we
went back tithe saddleback at Volador. I furnished the camera and flying line, Don
Eccleston supervised the launch and Derek
Kuhn directed the hauling crew to fly the
kite, to the applause of the spectators.
Our hosts took great pains to see that we
felt secure and watched over. In reality, the
streets of Medellin seemed to me less threatening than most other cities of over a million people. I spent a few hours by myself
wandering streets filled with hardware
stores, grocers and florists. I shopped and
walked and at no time did I fear for my safety. In Medellin, the traffic is moderate, the
streets clean, the buildings modern, the
open air bars and restaurants delightful,

1

the scenery beautiful and the population a
harmonious mixture of fun-loving, familyoriented people.
A ride through the mountains with
German and his family offered me a glimpse
of family life in Colombia. He and his wife,
both professionals, stopped at a playground
and pizzeria to give their children a chance
to play in the cool mountain dusk. While in
the mountains, I noted at least five varieties of bamboo--3" to 6"in diameter, some
of it with very thick walls, and as tall as 50
feet.The yaripa users seemed surprised at my
interest in bamboo. German said, "But it's
too big and heavy for kites!"
I remember the flowers, the fruit, the
mountains, the lakes, the people. I remember young Juan Camilo Blandon who was an
almost constant fixture at our various kiteflying locations. More than once,Juan saved
Joel's butterflies from disaster and became
Joel's righthand man. I remember SeAora
Motta salving my sunburn. I remember the
late nights with friends at the Black Cat
cafe and returning to the compound after
curfew. I remember coffee that was more

ULTRAFLEX LOW WIND SPAR
NEW GAUZE DESIGN

LOOKING FOR A KITE BUGGY ???
FLEXIFOIL@HAS ONE! by Peter Lynn
HIGH WINDS? Vented SCORPION.. ..

WINGSPAN Q

ALSO LOOK FOR FLEXIFOIL, SCORPION, IMPULSE, JAZZ & MORE!

Signatures fly for One Sky One World.

milk than coffee in a country famous for its

coffee.
A second festival on a theme of flowers
is planned from July 30 to August 7 this
year. The Yaripa association is particularly
interested in having kitemakers assist them
in a series of workshops and exhibitions. If
you have the opportunity to attend, you
will experience the sense of total submersion
in the culture and the kiteflying community that we all felt on this trip. Unlike other
festivals, where you might feel like part of the
hired entertainment, in Medellin you will
feel like part of the family.
I returned to Maryland with a t-shirt
that proclaims "Medellin, we can be great
again." I believe they will. Perhaps they
already are.

v

*Reel in a t up t o 60 yards per minute
*Will hold up to 1000 yards of 50# line
*Extra spools $2.00 each
*Screwdriver and line not included
*Spools easily changed b y slipping off the hairpin retainer
Send Check or Money Order to:
Lectro-Winder, 210 Remington Oaks, Chalfont, PA 18914
Phone (215)997-8717 Fax (215)699-9663
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mechanical flying bird,
Flies up to 50 yards
by flapping its wings!

More Fun From

Ipswich, MA 01983
800-541 -2929

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS
Introducing:

FLIGHT SCHOOL
by~ClassCompeWr&Inshctor

Dodd Gross
(1993 Eastern League Champion)

23 Min Action Packed
Instructional Video
Includes:
Flying tips & techniques
for Beginner Advanced
Introduction to:
Roller Kiting Buggying
Indoor Flying (set to music)

-

I

I. MANDATORY ~ i g Perfomnce
h
2. REQU'IREDc a r t ~ > ~ t o i ~ i z
3. NECESSARY 2 -16mph

I

4. GOTTA HAW Soul
CARRINGTON NOVARE

A i r C i r c u s , Box 3 3 4 , W e s t S h o r e R o a d , Mill N e c k , N Y 11765
P h o n e : 516 9 2 2 - 2 0 5 3
Pax: 516 9 2 2 - 6 1 8 5
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Kite Stores - This is a Great Sales &
Training Tool. Dealer inquires welcome.
New PhonUFax: (717) 2481214
FREE Order Llne: 1-800-296-KITE
New Address: RD #2 Box 70 Wlndsor. PA 17366

VisalMasterCard

IT WORKS FOR ME

To Adjust Your Dow Lines

1

For some uses, I prefer a slippery double
half hitch, "slippery" because the knot is
completed with a loop which can be pulled
out to release the tension. It is also a good
knot for attaching
bridles to kites.
The principle of
any of the sliders is
SLIDER KNOT
the same: by putting
a tight bend in the taut line, you cause friction, to prevent the tensioner from sliding.
But, because the line is not knotted, its position can be easily moved. Generally, the
longer the slider, the more effective it is.
(None of these work well with Spectra lineit's too slippery.)

1
:

friction sliders tend to fray
and blacken the line. so
the use of less abrasive slidFrom Ron Gibian, Visalia, California:
ers is a good idea. I found the bead slider @eft)
Here's an attractive friction slider for ten- to produce less line friction than other tensioning your kite line or bow string. Using sioners, which would argue for its ase in
a 1%"
plastic "bone pipe" bead from Tandy some applications but against it in others.
Leather, I drilled additional holes in the
I've seen several alternatives used by felbead, perpendicular to the axis, K" from low kiters. A few
ways are illustrated
each end.
Then the bow
here'
the
SIMPLE B U T O N SLIDER
simplest is a large
string is threaded
"BONEPIPE"BEADSLl~ER
button having four holes
through the bead as
shown, with the running line passing out or a small piece of wood or
through one hole and back through the heavy plastic drilled in DRILLED PLASTICSLIDER
other, emerging at each end. This creates the three places.
The most effective slider I have seen is a
friction bends that secure the slider's position
on the line. The beads come in several col- drilled wooden dowel section as used by Frits
Jansma of The Netherlands and others. The
ors so I can match them to my creation.
extra thickness of the dowel relative to that
of the line assures four
Other Ways: Buttons
clean right angle bends.
& Bow(string)s
The dowels can be painted
From Me1 Govig, Randallstown, Maryland:
I have found that the popular aluminum or stained to your taste. 'DRILLED DOWEL SLIDER

Handsome Bead Sliders
Are Snug & Tidy

EsEl

2

F
i

It Works for Me is your place to share your
favorite kite hint or trick. Each published item
earns your choice of (1)any book(s) from the Kite
Lines Bookstore to a value of $15 or (2) a oneyear subscription or extension to Kite Lines. Send
details, drawings and/or photographs to Kite
Lines, P. 0. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 211330466, USA, or fax us at 410-922-4262.
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announcing...

....

presents

"When doing anything as labor intensive
as kite making, any reduction in the learning
curve is beneficial. Steve Ferrel (KBI) has
done a great service to the novice builder
w@ this video. "
Bob McGilvray, Bainbridgel
j8-@ ?
Aauabatten

bV@//

Subscribe to and learn
from "The Kite Builders
International Journal"
Annual KBI Membership = $20.00
5555 Hamilton Blvd. Wescosville, Pa 18106

Phone & FAX: 6101395-3560

I

k l c a r e 0.5
~ ounce Polyester

[ Skyshark - Wrapped Graphite
[ Windspon - Tapered Graphite

k Orcon - Ultralight Fabric
5

Spring Sale:

:2a0

Z O O I B F J ~ ~ ~ " B ~ ~

r

'E
(3 7
co a
ll above fabrics
in the color:
2E
U.S. Shipping Terms: orders over $50.00-FREE,$25-$49.99 only $2.00,$1-$24.99 only $3.00
As always, 10% discount (regular prices) to any member of any kite dub in the world!
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Have you been looking
for love in all the
wrong places?
Ucl~+.l~
struclured. solid hard~+-ood,
c c n h cr.oss fastened with rrictal or1 top (not shown) and corner
brackets. 7 12"1 17 1/2", pakmt, rr~atleirr lhe LiSA
Ideal for 20+, 304 and 50# single line
Tesled 5.000' of 309 and 2.000' oS 5011 line
Kill hold 10,000', LiSi long use
Was $86.00, Sale Now $58.00
to Nov. 30. '93 &h 94.00

S i n c e 1981, Trlby Kites has been working hard to make
falling in love with your kite easy. We've nlways felt that kite flying should
be a simple, economical pleasure, and not a matter of high prices and
complicated instructions. So every Trlby kite is designed to assemble quickk
and easily and to perform just as beautifully for a novice as for a seasoned
pro. Trlby Ktes also come complete so there are never any difficult decisions
to make about selecting the proper accessories like kite line or handles.
To make sure that you and your Trlby are together for a long time, we make
our kites with the very finest materials, using the most innovative
manufacturing techniques. Most importantly, we back up our durability and
quality claims with guarantees that are unparalleled - take the Trlby Duraply
Stunt Kite lifetime auarantee for instance!
Your quest for the best ends right here. Trlby Kites's quality, value and
guarantees are unmatched by any other kite in the world - so stop
searching and start falling in love!

Trlby Kites. Love A t First Flight.

MADE IN U.S.A. u

01993 Trlby Products Inc.

m NEW!

65 New Litchfield Street
Torrington, CT 06790
(800)328-7529Fax (2031496-0267

The Squirt Mini-Kite
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. . . Call for info!
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m- or years the kites

of South America
sve been veiled in
iystery. Only inklings
we trickled out t o
low t h e r e s t of t h e
orld t h e exuberant
r a y of kite forms and
zivity existing on this
rge continent.

Now in Colombia
dth Mel Govig, page

5) and in Brazil (with

erre Fabre, following)
e begin t o see more.
tese new observations
low us t o expand our
orld view of kites and,
ways in so doing,
Ir rapport w i t h thc

mily of man.

ememberJune 1992?. Rio de Janeiro who mass-produce low-quality kites.Rea1
became for a while the center of the kitemakers are easy to recognize because
world. An unprecedented number of heads they usually sell their own specific designs,
of government gathered there, trying to which are not printed, and mark them with
their carimbo, a rubber stamp
come to some agreement on
engraved with their brand
the fate of the earth threatname. These brand names
ened by decades of blind
always include the word pipcu
industrial growth.
(kites)which makes it appear
I was lucky to be sent to
to be the family name of all
Rrazil by a nongovernmental
kitemakers!-Flavio Pipas,
organization which chose to
Chico Pipas, Max Pipas...
attract the media with a hot-air
Except for the most active of
balloon accompanied by hun%
;'
these professionals, many
dreds of kites decorated with
,.!>;':. seem to have another job.
the flags of the United Nations.
Kites are only a seasonal busiIn S3o Paulo I joined a local
ness which generally doesn't
kite expert and friend, Silvio
pay enough to feed an entire
Voce, and there with his team
family.
we constructed all the kites
before leaving for Rio to fly
ALONO THE BEACHES
them during the opening ceremony of the Global Forum.
Sunday on Copacabana
beach, Francisco de Assis da
Brazil is a huge country
Costa, alias Chico Pipas, was
(larger than the continental
U.S.A.) divided into 24 states. Chico flies his cordlo de
showing his fighters for sale
plpas o r gambiarra [train
a
l l flying from a single line, as
During my stay, I
of kites] a t Copcabana
a
train or cor&o de pipas. It
the two major cities.
beach, Rio de J a n e i ~ .
was fairly easy to spot him
There are thousands from a distance and I was relieved to find at
of kitemakers in this least one kitemaker there, for I had been
huge city,but only a walking in the heat for at least five miles
I few come to the without a kite in sight..
Chico's fighter kites, called pioes here in
central area because most kitefliers live in
the suburbs or the f m e h (poor sections on Rio, were extremely well crafted, with a
the steep hills in Rio). Yet the flow of tour- minimum of overlapping where different
ists to the beaches and the National Museum colored papers are joined together. Also their
tails had many more and finer strips
attracts some kite peddlers.
Although they all claim they make the attached. Obviously, the man was skilled
kites themselves, it is obvious many are and liked his work, spending on each kite
only sellers who buy their merchandise probably thrice the time it would take to
from the numerous small manufacturers make an average kite. Chico was 36 years old
SPRING-SUMMER1994 1 KITE LINES 131

selling his octagonal klte on
Flamenrro beach.
27 A barco
[boat] kite on
Flamengo beach.
3. Kite seller
with cloth agula
[eagle) kite.
Papagalo [parrot) versions
are also typical.
4. In the sand,
fighter kites for
sale on Flamengo beach.

*-

I

I
I

30, THE W OF KITES
and was working until recently in a paper- most common design, several other paper 1
making factory. Having lost his job and kites can be found for sale on the beaches I decided to visit the home of a young
despite the critiasm of his family members small squares, hexagons, octagons, stars and kitemaker I had met on the beach: Samuel,
who now consider him to be a vagrant, he sometimes birds. I saw only one plastic 23 years old, the eldest of three brothers
who recently started manufacturing fighting
prefers to make a living selling his kites. model.
It was not until the last days of my stay kites for a living under the brand name of
Actually, he earns more money now, and he
that I found some cotton cloth bird kites or Magoo Flavio Pipas (navio is the name of his
feels freer.
When I asked him why so few kitemak- papagaios (parrots) which I previously younger brother). The short taxi drive I
ers come to sell their wares on the beaches, thought to be the most prevalent kites in expected turned out to be an hour's journey
he explained that these are not the best Rio. They are most often seen abroad, through traffic jams to reach their flat in the
places, because one shouldn't practice kite brought back by tourists or shown in kite northern outskirts of Rio. Yet I had no regrets
fighting there using dangerous cutting line. books. This kite might have been common because I received a most friendly welcome
But Chico also admitted that, on weekends, a couple of decades ago, but it is obvious that from the Terto Carneiro family.
The father, a former fireman now retired
many kite merchants go to Barra de Tijuca, the pi& has now taken over all other types.
at
the
age of 50, as well as the mother help
still
a
few
genuine
makers
There
are
possibly
a long and windy beach in the most remote
southwestern part of the city, more than of the famous traditional eagle kite, inspired in the process of making kites. They have no
15 miles from the center. It is the favorite by the splendid birds which soar around real workshop, so the living room tables are
bathing place of cariocas because the ocean the P3o de Azucar, but those I saw were sou- used to cut and paste the paper sails, while
venir items, printed with a view of the Rio freshly finished kites are hung to dry on
there is not as polluted as it is in the bay.
hooks set all around the room. Marcello,
Although the piao fighter is by far the beaches.
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THE TERTO CARNEIRO
[MAGOO] HOME SHOP:
5. Samuel and his
mother. 6. Marcello
demonstrates how t o
t r i m taquara s t r u t s
w i t h a drawplate.
7. ~ e m o
Carneiro ternplate tor klte frames.
THE SHOP OF J O ~
TElXElRA FRAOA [ZECA]:
8. Zeca [left] and
kltemaker friend Max
show an octagonal klte
of flecha structure 4 t h
message of "understanding between police and
chi1dren.l'
9. A varlety of kites by
Zeca are displayed by
t h e maker [center] and
friends Marcello [left]
and Max [right].

1

I
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22, showed me some drawings of the 80 years and his adopted children are the thoudifferent graphics he designed for rhe kites. sands to whom he taught kitemaking.
When he was a child, Zeca used to fly not
The family produces an average of 50 fighter kites a day, which they realize is not very only kites but also paper hot-air balloons
much when compared with other makers, which could set devastating fires. Because
but this pace probably allows for a better kiteflying is far less dangerous, it became his
quality of kites. When I asked why they main interest. Having won many awards
made the lower spar narrower and curved, in kite competitions all over Brazil in the
Marcello explained that with this shape, '80s, he is now a professional kite media
the kite becomes much faster in attack. They personality. Most of his time is spent leading
indeed claim that their kites are the fastest workshops for thousands of children, orgain Rio! This variant of the regular pi20 bears nizing events and exhibits in many places
around Brazil. Lik: Silvio in S o Paulo, Zeca
the name of carrapeta.
has media coverage and his work is also
occasionallysponsored by officials who rec-I&_ 'HE KIN0 OF KITES
ognize
kiting as a versatile and enriching
Marcello introduced me to Jose Teixeira
Fraga, alias &a das Pipas, the kite star of Rio. activity for children.
I could feel a competition between him
A former furniture upholsterer and a bachelor now in his SOs, he has been deeply and Silvio because apparently they are the
involved in kiting activities for the past 25 only two persons in Brazil to make a living

through sponsorship. The sponsor of Zeca,
previously a food store chain, currently produces a cotton thread called Lipasa and is
positioning itself to take part of the kite line
market dominated by Linhas Corrente,
which is none other than Silvio's major
sponsor.
Zeca das Wpas, often called the "King of
Kites" by his journalist friends, is nevertheless a most congenial character. At his home
I was invited for a feijoada, a traditional
Brazilian dish of beans, sausage and meat,
specially prepared for us by his 78-year-old
mother. Their house is located in the northern suburb of Realengo where at almost
every street comer after school one can see
young boys playing with fighter kites. Some
even climb on flat rooftops, the way they do
in India.
The "kite room" of Zeca is on the first
SPRING-SUMMER 1994 1 KITE LINES 1 33

floor of the family house, next to the workshop of his brother, who constructs and
repairs guitars.Some rolled up and stored on
shelves, others hanging from the ceiling,
several thousand kites of all kinds inhabit the
place. One of Zeca's favorites is the octagonal shape, which he often decorates with
images and messages against violence or to
promote ecological ideals. Another decorative theme for several of his kites is Charlie
Chaplin's tramp figure.
Although he is not strictly against the use
of cutting line, Zeca believes that the pleasure of designing original and beautiful kites
can be equal to the fun of fighting.
Promoting creativity, he is trying to restore
the aesthetic value that kites had when he
was younger, as he says they were far more
elaborate designs in those times than nowadays, with the mass-produced pido filling
the market.

KITE PRODUCTION AT THE XERIFE WORKSHOP IN RIO,
left t o right: Xerife in front of a wall of kites in
his stockroom; tying line around a k i t e frame s a t on
a revolving template; filling plastic bottles
w i t h cerol (glass powder].

impressive is the huge stock of 30,000 finished kites I visited in the back room.
In a dark comer, a young boy, wearing a
mask to prevent breathing too much glass
powder, was patiently filling thousands of
small plastic bottles with a dose of ground
glass. On the upper floor, a brownish viscous
glue would be added to fill up the typical
tiny bottle of cerol, the mixture fliers apply
to flying line to make it abrasive.
Probably there is no other answer than
this boring and tedious chain work to keep
up with the tremendous demand for fighter kites in Brazil.

When Zeca came to pick me up and drive
me to his place, we stopped on the way to
visit the kite factory of his friend Xerife das
Pipas. Upon arrival I was quite exated to see
all the kites in the sky of this suburb-yet I
felt uncomfortable when entering Xerife's
workshop: I realized that all the workers
here were teenage children. Certainly, Xerife
is not himself responsible for the social and
economic situation in Brazil which makes
work for children a very common thing.
(The Brazilian laws allow only children over
i
14 to work, but in real life 10% of the total
number of workers are children 10 years Although I couldnltattend any kite festivals
old and over.) Yet it is terribly difficult to during my short stay, both Silvio and Zeca
accept this when children at these ages told me about those currently organized in
their states.
should still be attending school.
Some original kites can be seen at these
Xerife started this business two years ago
and currently employs 17 people working a festivals, most of them built with bamboo
maximum of eight hours a day. Every year and tissue paper. These materials may
800,000kites come off his small production impose some limitations on the size and
line. This makes approximately 130 kites strength of the constructions, which rarely
per day per worker. Only pioes are produced exceed three meters (about 10 feet), but
to 2 feet. they definitely allow for the most intricate
here, in five different sizes from 1%
Their quality is far from the best but they are designs: birds, rockets, airplanes, dragons,
sold at incredibly low prices. The mass pro- box kites.
In Rio, several festivals and competitions
duction, done at an amazingly fast pace, is
perfectly organized, each worker having a are organized every year, usually gathering
over 100 participants. Such events date back
specific task to repeat on every kite.
A kite frame is entirely assembled in less as far as 1929 and nowadays are sponsored
than 40 seconds. Once the three taquara by Departments of Culture, Sports or Social
(cane) struts are joined, they are placed on Affairs, and also by some private compaa revolving wooden template whlle a line is nies which use these occasions to promote
attached all around the frame. The frame can their products. Shoppingcenters sometimes
then be glued to the paper sail. (There is no choose to organize a kite event to celebrate
time for piecing colored papers, so the sail is their anniversaries and are among the best
printed with various patterns.) Finished kites customers of Silvio and Zeca.
The months of June, July, December and
are hung on broomsticks stuck everywhere
into the red brick walls of the room. Most February are most customary for kiting
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because children have their school vacations then.
In Sao Paulo lives the largest community of Japanese-originpeople outside of Japan
itself: one million people! There, in September 1992, a kite celebration was held for the
400th anniversary of the famous wan-wan
dako. Yet I did not hear of any Brazilian
kiteflier of Japanese origin making traditional Japanese kites.
Brazil at the present is
experiencing a huge
social crisis. Political
corruption has reached
the @hest spheres of government, inflation
is a nightmare (more than 500% for 1992),
and social inequalitiescrate an explosive situation in the large cities where rich businessmen and homeless children have to
live together. For the poorest, delinquency
and violence may come as the only solution
when it is a matter of survival. Rio now has
a reputation as one of the most dangerous
cities in the world. The wealthy hire private guards for their condominiums while
the favelas continue to expand.
Some kites support a campaign against
the vicious circle of violence: a skull is generally the symbol for pirates, but printed
on a kite with the words "Ngo violencia" (NO
more violence) it becomes an emblem for
those hoping for a peaceful life.

I" -
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In Brazil's prisons, kites have played and
are still playing quite original roles. Because
the consumption of kites is enormous in
Brazil, some prisons (particularly the now
closed Isla Grande jail in Rio) chose kitemaking as work for prisoners. Yet in this context,
it is nothing more than a tedious production

number of kites make different codes. Children, because t h q a r e less likely to attract
attention or to be arrested, are the ones
entrusted with this watch over policemen.
A project called Meninos de Rio was organized to help homeless children. At a house
next to a favela, 25 youngsters aged 12to 18
have found a home; 55 others join them
during the daytime. There they are assisted
by teachers and educators. They can also
earn some money through simple jobs, such
as gardening in luxury hotels or making
kites.

n IT A
All the kites made by the children in this

banderinhas, installed on lines attached
between ;fleck(cane) struts protruding from
the leading edges of the kites. Highly decorative large octogonais are flown mainly on
special occasions, during festivals and kite
contests.
Capmieta: This is a traditional sparless
paper kite, using folds to give a minimum
stiffness to the sail. A similar design is also
popular in Chile under the name of camboucha. According to Silvio, this kite was
brought to Brazil by Italian settlers. Indeed,
similar kites exist in the Mediterranean area,
particularly in northern Africa.
Arraia bahiana: The very special feature of this rectangular kite is that its two
diagonal spars are glued one on each side of
the paper sail. It is flown with a five-point
bridle and a rabiola (tail) of cotton balls
instead of the regular paper strips.

house are printed with emblems of various
Brazilian soccer teams. Futebol (soccer) is
the national sport in this country, and a
real social phenomenon. The best players,
task, and I was told that kites made in pris- many of whom came from the poorest backons could be instantly recognized by their grounds, have become wealthy internapoor quality. They are distributed at a lower tional stars, admired with passion by the Various kinds of native canes and bamboos
price by wholesalers specializing in this busi- whole population. Soccer matches are the are used in Brazil to construct kite frames:
occasion for everyone to forget about the Indaya, cana de India, taquara, flecha-each
ness.
Although it goes against the law, anoth- problems of everyday life and cheer forth& species has different characteristics.
Taquara (probably a variety of cane or
er use of kites is most interesting: fighting idols. It is not surprising, then, to find so
kites have sometimes been made to dive many emblems related to thissport on kites: palm) is purchased by kitemakers in presplit
inside prison yards during recreation periods famous team logos, shirts, typical black and knotless lengths of about two feet. It is a
to smuggle in tiny balls of marijuana. Up to white balls, all these can be seen on fighting good deal more flexiblethan bamboo. Easily
twenty such ballas can be attached along a kites. In Zecalsphotographic album, I saw an trimmed through a drawplate, it makes a
kite's tail. Nowadays, guards are aware of the intricate creative kite from a local festival. It fine pi80 spine, but, I was told, the spars
trick, and kites are no longer involved in this was composed of three separate parts: along should preferably be made with real bamtraffic, but they are still used as coded signals one line were fixed two soccer player kites, boo.
Fkcha (called yaripa in Colombia) is a
to transmit information to prisoners. Various one of them guarding his goal posts. Zeca
color codes can give answers to their ques- explained that a ball which could slide up type of very straight, tapered cane without
tions: black means "no" (we cannot send the and down would be sent as a line climber, knots, often used to construct the larger
money), white is "yes" (you will have a simulating the action between the two fig- kites. Its diameter is about the same as a
ures and instantly bringing applause from finger, and the inner core is filled with a kind
visit).
of rigid foam which makes it remarkably
the audience just as in a real match.
strong
and stiff for its incredibly low weight.
AND C
Cotton
bird kites and large octagonals are
A
kite
can
be
Favelas are the home 01 lutes. hspecially in
designated made with fkcha. To make stronger spars,
the evenings, hundreds of pioes are seen
by several and at the same time eliminate the tapering,
battling high in the sky. Young boys of the
names other two inverted flechascan be joined together
moros (mountainous parts of the city) have
made kite fighting a favorite pastime because than pipa, according to the state or regon: and wrapped in a long strip of glued paper.
Burlti: Small kite spars can also be cut
cqdeira, cqaabr,
this is one of the cheapest and most thrilling papagaio, quadraab, I&,
from the spines of dried coconut leaves.
games they can play. Over the decades it has pandorgas, ssua, etc.
Brazil has more than a dozen tradition- These are called buriti and are mainly used
become even more popular than soccer
because there is no space for soccer fields in al kite shapes, more or less popular accord- in the state of Bahia, while in Amazonas
these poor areas. In Rio some favelas have ing to the region; their names are estrella split palm-treebranches are the basic mate(star),barrilete (hexagonal),barco (boat), latta rial for struts.
now grown to be cities inside the city-the
largest, near Leblon beach, has a popula- de bleo (oil can, referring to the square tin
cans used as reels),peixinho (little fish), a m tion of 60,000.
Unfortunately, drugs have become a ia (ray),etc.Here are a few other interesting Papel de s e h (silk paper) is the most commonly used material for kite sails. Even
major business in the favelas, where no designs:
Octagonal: Mainly made in Rio, this some large kites are made with it, despite its
stranger should go unaccompanied. Here
also kites are more than toys: they are used kite is often chosen by those who want to great fragdity. Stronger papers are available
as signals to inform the traffickers. Whenever express themselves through graphics because but chosen only for the largest kites. Except
a police patrol is spotted, a red kite with a it offers a large surface for decoration. Its size for the Rio birds previously mentioned, tralong red tail, the commando vermhello, will may vary from a couple of feet up to about ditional kites are never made with cloth.
be sent up in the air. The colors and the 10feet. Some have many tiny paper flaps, or Only some strips of scrap might be used as
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tails. Plastic is still very rare: only once did
I see some arraia kites for children with
printed plastic sails (and sewn pockets).

LEAF KITES
As in many other countries, a leaf kite can
be found in Brazil.
Silvio told me that fugitive slaves of
African origin have used kites made from
leaves, with straw tails, as signals to warn
their fellows when the Portuguese were in
sight.
WESTERN-STYLE KITES
Modem kite materials are still d@cult to find
in Brazil. In S2o Paulo, I have seen some
huge delta kites (with a 33-foot wingspan)
made by amateurs using cotton and bamboo, and some cellular kites using aluminum
tubing and a rather stretchy clothing-grade
ripstop nylon. Fiberglass struts can be
obtained by kite manufacturersbut are rarely
used because their prices are not low enough
to make the kites affordable by most customers. Kites made by the Icaro company,
for instance, use pine frames with welded
plastic sails, which are more durable than
paper, cheaper than cloth and quick to
make, precluding any stitching.
I was told that
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several types of
fighting kites can
be seen in Brazil.
For instance, the
small square
peixinho is fairly close to an Indian or
Chilean style fighter. Yet by far the most
popular kite is a fighter of pentagonal shape,
which could be roughly described as a
rokkaku without the upper triangle of sail.
According to Zeca das Pipas, 35 million of
these kites are made and sold every year in
Rio, which is the main production center for
all Brazil.
Although its shape basically remains
the same all over the country, this typical
Brazilian fighter bears a different name
according to the regions. Called maranhdo
in S5o Paulo state, it is referred to in Rio de
Janeiro as piao (which means top and the
kite is named after it because its shape is
similar to a top's). Maranh%ois also the
name of a northern state in Brazil. Some say
that the kite was named after the state
because its shape slightly resembles it, others believe that it is because it originated in
that region. The latter seems to be a plausible explanation because it seems this kite
was popular in the northeast regions before
it reached southern Brazil, Rio de Janeiro
and S%oPaulo.

GRAPHICS ON FIOHTERS
When working on the design of a fighting
kite, one has to make sure that it will be easy
to idenidy high up in the sky. This is why
most Brazilian fighters have very simple
and strongly colored graphics, using the
same principles as flags, banners and shields:
parallel, crossed, diagonal or radiating stripes,
circles and round dots, chess-board patterns,
and all their possible combinations.
The colors sometimes refer to futebol teams (blue and white stripes, for
instance, are the colors of the national team).
For purely decorative purposes,
some add a very small triangular sail
called biqueira at the top of the spine,
or very small paper fringes, called roncadeiras, along the lines from the kite's
shoulders to its nose. These lines are
essential because when they are put
under tension they cause the nose spar
to curve and act as a spring to bow
the top horizontal spar.

THE CUTTINO LINE
Cotton line is indeed valuable, and more
expensive than the kites themselves! A small
standard reel of 183 meters (600 feet) is
worth the price of five fighters.
Most often fliers use the number 10 cotton line manufactured by Linhas Corrente.
In 1991, the company sold six million of
these particular spools of kite thread. It is
remarkably strong, and a special resin coating gives it some stiffness which prevents entanglements and makes it last
longer.
In the sky, nine kites out of 10 are
flying with cutting line. It is not colored, which makes it impossible to
differentiateit in the sky from regular
line. Probably, one should say that
cutting line is the regular line! Be careful whenever you put something up,
whether it is a fighter or not, because
it might instantly become a new target
for others.
Unlike the custom in India or
Indonesia where one can buy an
THE TAIL
already prepared glass-powdered line,
Although I have seen and flown a large
all you canpurchase in Brazil is a small
pigo made by Zeca which performs
plastic bottle of cerol, the mixture of
remarkably without a tail, all fighters of
ground glass and glue, that you will
normal size absolutely require one.
have to apply yourself to your flying
A special tail, called rabiola, gives a pages from graphics
of Marcello
line. This is normally done by
very specificbehavior to the Brazilian Terto Carneiro show "the fastest kites in Rio." unrolling the line and attaching it
fighter, i.e., natural stability, but it still
between two posts, moisturizing it
allows the trained flier to maneuver the before they fall to the ground. Above favela with a wet cloth and applying cerol directly
kite. One could say that, because of its tail, and all the places where children play with with your bare hand. A second layer can be
the principle of this kite is the opposite of the kites, they can be seen, hanging everywhere, added if you want the line to be really abraIndian fighter: the Brazilian is an extreme- even in the high voltage power lines.
sive. Some use a much quicker procedure:
ly stable kite (that will fly perfectly, even
Whatever tail material is used, the space they cover the line with cerol while the kite
when left without attention) on which you between the first strip and the bottom of the is flying, progressively letting out some line
have to work, "pumping" the line to make kite, the number of strips and their spacing as it passes through their palm full of the
it change direction; whereas the Indian kite are very important because they will deter- abrasive mixture.This can only be done by
is an unstable one that you make stable mine the responsiveness of the kite. About experts and provided the wind is strong
when pulling the line, and that very quick- 50 strips are attached, the 30 closer to the enough.
ly hits the ground if you stop controlling it. kite being set at smaller intervals than the 20
Some fliers make their cerol themselves.
There is no doubt that the Indian kite is remaining ones towards the free end of the They put fine glass, such as light bulb glass,
more active and responsive, but I have seen tail. Sometimes a chicote is added. It is a in a closed metallic can and hammer it until
how quickly an expert like Marcello Terto short length (2 to 5 m [6 to 16 feet]) of cerol the glass is well ground. Then, after punchCarneiro can put his piiio into a lightning line attached at the end of the tail.
ing a small hole in the can, they collect
attack dive. It is just amazing, especially
I have seen a kitemaker, who couldn't only the finest pieces and filter them
when you try yourself and despite all your even afford to use cotton thread in the con- through a stocking. Regular white glue is
efforts find it almost impossible to make it struaion of his kites, making a rabiola with good enough to adhere this fine white powmove to the right or to the left!
a kind of cheap plastic ribbon and some der to their line.
It is said that the main qualities of a strips of computer printouts recovered from
Usually, only a length of 100 to 200
Brazilian fighter come from its tail, whlch the bins of paper shredders.
meters (about 300 to 600 feet) beneath the
determines much of the strength and behavkite is covered with cerol, the lower part of
ior of the flight. Rabiolas are usually fairly
BRIDLING
the line remaining clear so the flier will not
long (about 8m [26 ft] for a 45-cm [l8-inch] Bridling can be either two- or three-legged. cut any fingers while manipulatingit. It is a
kite) and made of thin strips of paper or The former is said to give more speed and general rule among children flying kites
plastic attached on a cotton line at calculated lightness; the latter, most often used, to give that no one should corlar a mano, that is to
intervals. Plastic is more often used for tails more power and control because it prevents say, "cut close to the hand" of an oppotoday because it lasts longer. Paper strips the lower part of the spine from bending nent's line by attacking its nonabrasive secare easily cut by the opponents' lines; hav- backward.
tion. Those who don't want to be the victims
ing lost too many of these, a kite may
become more difficult to control and is likely to lose the fight rapidly. Yet the use of plastic is a serious drawback for a clean environment: kites' tails often get caught in
electric power lines and trees. If the kite can
be retrieved, most often the rabiola is not.
After a few weeks, a paper tail will most certainly be dissolved by the rain, but waterproof plastic rabiolas may last for months
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endangering the life of innocent children
should be encouraged. Others insist that
without the cutting line, all the thrill of kite
fighting is lost, and that it should be the
responsibility of each person to fly safely.
Even if a law would forbid the use of cerol,
few of the hundred thousands of Brazilian
children who practice kite fighting every
day would quit their favorite pastime.
Techniques vary according to wind conditions but there are basically two techniques
to cut an opponent's line. In all cases a larger and more powerful kite will have an
advantage, but still the most important
thing is to have more line out than the chosen victim. This certainly explains why these
kites are flown so high.
.
Attacking from above, the kite is made
to dive and its line will normally cut the
other's when coming across it. Using his or
her line, the winner may even catch the
loose kite by its tail. This action is called
cortar e aparar or "cut and catch."
Attempting a cut from underneath is
more risky; a counterattack is possible and
if the attacking kite is not going straight up
but slightly on the side, it is likely to be cut
loose.Aparar is also more difficult in this case
because one has to dive immediately after
the cut in order to catch the kite before the
wind blows it away. Some manage to catch
the tail first and cut the line immediately
after, at the risk of cutting the tail which
invariably transforms the victim into a crazy
spinner.
With this article I do not pretend to give a
complete report on Brazilian kites. I have
many more places to go, more kites to see..

.

PIERRE FABRE is a well-traveled kiter and
graphic artist who lives in Paris, France.

of an unfair attack prefer to put cerol on the
total length of their line.
Spools are simply made from round or
square cans, sometimes covered with plastic,
probably to make them look nicer and prevent them from rusting.
As in most countries where kite fighting is
a popular game, sometimes practiced without much care for elementary safety, dead-

ly accidents have occurred with cerol lines,
cutting jugular veins on the necks of children.. . In India they use a thicker thread,
number 8, except in competitions, where the
standard is number 10, the same as for all
fighter kites in Brazil. The same brand (Coats
Corrente in Brazil and Coats Chain in India)
is the favorite of kitefliers in both countries!
This company has factories all over the
world. Some kitefliers, like Silvio Voce, are
actively trying to ban cerol because no game

A traditional
arraia kite
with
Brazilian
flag design
flown by
children
a t the
opening
ceremony
of the
Olobal
Forum,
Rio, June
1992.
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t was simply perfect. On that first morning, we realized what an ideal location
we had at Lake Ivanpah, California for
kite buggying.
The bed of this dry lake, although aacked
from the heat, is as smooth as a parking lot
and devoid of any obstacles whatsoever.
The lake itself is enormous (approximately
3 by 10miles), providing buggy riders of all
skill levels more than enough space to spread
out. Fuahermore, although the lake is home
to the endangered desert tortoise, the fragile vegetation where the tortoise lives is situated on the perimeter of the lake, so buggying on the bed of the lake itself has little
or no impact on the environment.
And finally.. .when the wind blows in
this valley, it is stable and reliable.
By 10a.m., the parking area was packed
with cars and vans, and from every trunk
there now emerged buggies, kites and buggy
enthusiasts of all shapes and sizes.
Of the 100 or so riders who showed up
on the first day, perhaps about a third were
from abroad, mainly Europe. Ultimately,
there would be 11 countries represented
and a total of about 250 people (buggiers and
spectators). Most of them had just taken
part in the Kite Trade Association show in
nearby Las Vegas, Nevada, but Peter Lynn
had flown all the way from New Zealand just
to participate in the Buggy Boogie Thang.
Conditions the first day were ideal--blue
skies, temperatures in the 60s, and winds up
to 25 mph. Within a few hours the skies
were filled with kites ranging from colorful
Quadrifoils to graceful Peels, and the lake was
transformed into a sea of cruising buggiers.
I positioned myself in the middle of the
lake so that I could observe and photograph
the event close up; I felt like a buoy, alone in
the middle of a sea of mariners. It occurred

I
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tc e how quiet the lake was despite
the number ofbuggers m i n g it--they hardly made a sound even as they sped past me.
Quadrifoilswith very short lines seemed
to be the most popular kites at this went. An
interesting quad-line design was the Spider,
designed by Mick Parsons from Wales. This
kite had zippers lining the profiles so that
sections in the kite could be added or taken
out according to the wind. Joost Meijerink
from the U.K. flew his train of Pro-Speed
Flexifoils throughout the event. These kites
were designed of new materials for stacking
in light winds-the better to
1W Peel kites, flown with
much longer lines than the
Quadrifoils, were also popular. Andrew Beattie from
the U.K. had even come
with a gigantic 15m2 Peel
which attracted quite a
bit of attention. Nop
Velthuizen of the Netherlands flew a Sputnik 4the latest model in his Sputnik series-and,
when the winds picked up, he was the only
one flying a stack of framed kites: three Speedwings. He was also the only one riding a fourwheel buggy.This was his 6rst opportunityto
try out the four-wheeler extensively and he
found it to be particularly amfortable and stable at high speeds, although not necessarily
faster than the other buggies.
Many Peter Lynn buggies rolled about,
including quite a few look-alikes, all made
with three wheels, webbed seats and front
foot pedal steering. Noticeable, however,
was the new Peter Lynn design--the Flexifoil
Buggy-which, unlike the webbed-seat original, had a fully covered seat. Julian WolfePatrick, from France, was the only one present with a fiberglass buggy. Despite its being
a bit wobbly, I was told it was comfortable

tperformed well. From Germany,
TomasJeckel of Pha'eton rode an odd-looking buggy with three very large, high wheels
called "das Trike." Several home-grown varieties using bicycle wheels took a spin on the
lake. A few riders doubled their fun with tandem buggies.
All in all, there was much variety to be
seen at the Buggy Boogie Thang and no
one seemed to mind when, on the following days, the winds did not pick up until
mid-afternoon. No buggying meant an
opportunity for everyone to get acquainted,
swap ideas and chat about personal experiences. This they did with relish, from the
seats of their buggies and with a cold drink
in their hands, sometimesin groups of three
or four, other times in circles of
up to ten.
On our third
and last day at the
Buggy
Boogie

3 Buggy

b

interlude!),
the winds once again
did not pick up until
late in the afternoon. Then somethingvery
strange happened: suddenly a cloud of fog
(some claim it was dust) covered the lake like
a blanket and the winds picked up. All the
buggiers who had been lazing around only
minutes before suddenly jumped onto their
buggies and headed for the invisible horizon.
Eventually, only the kites protruding above
the mirage-like cloud were visible.
As I stood watching the phenomenon,
munching on some snacks generouslyprovided by the initiators of the event--Corey
Jensen and Scott Dyer-there wasn't a single thing I could think of to complain about.
The location was perfect, the people were
fun, the organization casual and friendly
and the weather warm. A few people would
have liked the chance to do some racing, but
this is a wish I am sure can easily be accom-
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modated at the next Buggy Boogle Thang.
But is there going to be a next Buggy
Boogie Thang? The 1996J!3A show will be
in L;rs Vegas, and Carey guarantees that will
be the time w h q the buggies roll and swlrl
over Ivanpah once again.
-M. C!-& C!

A

one-in-one-hundred-year storm, the
weather bureau called it. Our big event,
which went by the unfortunate name
of the Third Solltherly Kite Festival,the 10th
Annual New Zealand KitefliersAssodation
Kite Festival and the First World Kite Buggy
Championships (whew!), was.. .WET.
We had some of the people, we had the
area (theunused Wigram airfield at Christchurch, New Zealand), but we didn't have
the weather. (Theweekends before and after
were glorious.)
With alI the l&or-so buggies in attendance, there would have been some very
good racing. If it were a formula-one race,
you would have had people worrying about
whether to use wet or dry tires. But only a
hardy swen souls bothered to race in the
atrocious conditic~ns,although each contest was visited by perlads of fine wepther
and periods of rain. The serious competitors
wereallwearhgwet suits, to kepdryaswell
as warm.I must repeat: this weather was very
unlasual pr New Zealad.
Everyone kept entertained under the
large canopy, and I must say that I think it
was one of the most sociable kite events I
have attended. There was no flying and no
pressm to fly-so we could talk. Spectators

numbered 50 to 100at any one time, maybe
500 total.
Five races were held on Sunday, with
up to seven competitors to a race. Each
faced differing weather conditions, from
fine to wet to howling gales. The racers
were constrained by a large Peter Lynn
actopus kite in the sky and by aimaft runway tarmac on two sides of the field. They
had to use their own judgment for how
much of the space to use.
The race track was triangular, laid out as
a yacht match would be. The two judges (Ian
Meredith of the U.K. and Peter Whitehead
of New Zealand)differed in th& rules for hishing as the races progressed.
The competition was very tight and not
fhal until the last race. Because of the weather, people who £inished well in one race
would not necessarily be able to finish the
next. Different numbers of competitors led
to different point allocations in each race.
Some We tuningwill have to be done to the
scoring system in the future.
All the buggies except m e were made by
Peter Lynn Ltd. of New Zealand, and all the
contestants but one were using Peter Lynn
Peels. The buggiers experienced a great deal
of trouble in the conditions. In one race,
some contestants had done two laps of the
field, only to fall foul of the weather and be
down to the far end of the field.
During this squall, one lucky competitor
was just about to start his downwind m,
and so ended up losing no time and in the
end winning that race.
After the fiveraces, the winner was duly
announced, and it turned out to be: Pete
Lynn (the younger), followed by Robbie
Ward from Ashburton, New Zealand and
the third, Dominique Scholtes of The Neth.
erlands.
Depending on how you judge a kite festival, we actually had a good one (even
though I flew only about two kites) because
socially it was one of the best. The organization was perFormed by a gmup of Christchurch fliers based around the Global Sky
kite shop md including Yvonne De Mille,
Sue Ddaney, Nigd Harris and Des Pitfield.
Talking to to afterw&dsI I learned that
he was getting lots of comments from people saying they did enjoy themsdves.
-P. &A.W
I guesswe did OK.
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hinking about flying a powerful quadline kite while riding on a buggy? You
and everybody else. But to date the
buggies produced commercially are a heavy
piece of change for the average flier, especially corsidering you also need a fairly
expensive kite.
So I designed a buggy using a scooter
frame and wheels easily obtained at a yard
sale or flea market. Other items I bought at
a hardware store.
The Scoot Buggy is made mostly fiom the
metal parts of the scooter and requires different tools and skills from those you use in
working with wood and fabric. A bandsaw
with a metal cutting blade and a drill press
will greatly reduce the physical effort
required but are not essential. The parts are
fastened together by welding, either arc
welding or oxyacetylene. If you have the
equipment and skills, you can do this yourself. If you can? do the welding, have all the
parts cut and fitted together so that all the
welding can be done at one time.
Since this buggy is made from an assortment of second-hand parts, you may have
to modify the design to fit the parts that you
have accumulated.
For example, you could spread the bars of
the frame apart and use the handle bars to
make a frame for a webbed seat (as used on
many buggies). Get the webbing from auto
seat belting. This should lower the center of
gravity and move it forward.
The scooters I used had 12%"
tires. There
are scooters that have 14"tires and a bigger
frame. If you want a longer buggy and bigger wheels, use two bigger scooters.

Step 2: Frame-"Curb Cruiser" Scooter
Parts:
(1) scooter-frame only
ADVANTAGES ur THE SCOOT BUGGY
(2) steel nuts, 1"-8thread
8
(1) $6" steel plate 6" x 13%"
Can be built in your spare time
(1)%" steel plate 1%"
x 3%"
Much stronger frame than commercial
(1)
$6" steel plate 3"x 3%"
bug0
More comfortable than commercial 8 (1) $6" steel plate 5" x 3%"
Assembly:
bug0
Quick (approximately one minute) and 1. Modify the slotted area at the rear of the
easy assembly and disassembly on field, frame by cutting a 1%"hole using a hole saw.
2. Drill out the two nuts to l % 6 " .
and no tools needed
Can fit into the back of a station wagon, 3. Cut and bend steel plates (see diagram I).
4. Weld nuts, seat bracket, and reinforcing
van, or truck without any disassembly
plates (see diagram 2).
5. Drill holes for seat mounting.
DISADVANTAGES
Slightly heavier in weight to carry than 6. Drill hole in
nut for axle lock
commercial buggy
Center of gravity is higher and farther pin after welding
is completed (see
back than commercial models.
diagram 3).

-

THE MAIN IDEA..

.

I

- -

Step 3: Front hxle linchpin on underside.
and
or for high speed. It was designed to be Fork
Steering
Assembly
made at home in your spare time at a low
Parts:
cost and JUST FOR FUN.
fork and bearing assembly
(2) 7" prebent fence hinge bolts, %"-13
CONSTRUCTION
thread, with nuts
Step 1: Axle
(2) %" rubber cane tips
Parts:
(1) 39"-longpiece of black water pipe, l?G1 8 (1) piece of non-skid tape
(1) piece of black electrical tape
OD x %" ID
8
(1) front fork from scooter
(2) 8"hex bolts, H"-13 thread
Assembly:
(2) pipe reducer bushings, %" to MI'
1. Drill and tap fork peg holes to %"-I3
(2) knurled steel knobs %"-I3thread
thread.
Assembly:
1. Modify the bolt head so it slides into the 2. Cover peg with non-skid tape, secure
with black electrical tape on each end and
pipe.
2. Drill out the reducer to %" ID.
3. Weld reducer to bolt, then into the pipe
as shown.
4. Cut off excess threads on bolt and charnfer.
5. Adjust wheel bearing pressure with knob
and drill Muhole in bolt for clip pin (see diaParts:
gram 3 for details).
MY COST BREAKDOWNS
8
(1) folding stadium seat with front hooks
2 used "Curb Cruiser" scooters
$15
removed. Recover seat if necessary.
8
1 used stadium seat
1
(6) %"-20thread truss head bolts 1%"
long
hardware parts
15
with self-lockingnuts
8
3 new tires
18
Buggy
(4) X6"-18 thread hex bolts $5" long with
steel plate and welding
75
wheel
self-locking
nuts
MY TOTAL COST
$124
with its
(8)
#8
pan
head sheet metal screws %"
Your cost wiU depend on where you have the
clip pin
long
with
washers
welding done or if you can do this yourself. in place.
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This buggy was not designed for competition

(2) 24" lengths of 1%"-widewebbing
(2) handle bars from scooter
Assembly:
1. Remove bottom and top cushions to
allow for painting and assembly.
2. Take two handle bars and cut off handle
grip tubing on each side to end up with two
frames that look like a D (see diagram 5).
3. Mount two frames on bottom of seat
with tops being 24" apart. Mount using K"
hardware.
4. Paint seat.
5. Attach webbing from D frame to back
support on each side using #8 hardware.
(Note: This gives needed support yet allows
seat to fold.)
6. Bolt seat to seat bracket and reinstall top
and bottom cushions.
Step 5: Wheels
Parts:
(3) wheels from scooter
(3) replacement tires and inner tubes, if
required, 12%"x 2%"or to fit scooter rims
(1)existing front axle and existing bearings from scooter
(2) sets of bearings for rear wheels
(6) heavy flat washers %" ID x %" OD
Assembly:
1. Clean and regrease all bearings.
2. After painting, install front fork assembly.
3. Some bearing cups may need to be
machined to .530 for clearance for rear axle
bolts.

Step 6: Final Assembly
1. For best protection, remove all rust, then
prime and paint all bare metal parts with an
anti-rust paint.
2. When all is thoroughly dried, assemble
front fork, seat assembly and rear axle.
3. One wheel and lock pin must be removed to facilitate axle removal for easier
transportation.
4. For cosmetic reasons, scooter foot plate
can be cut and reinstalled if desired.
ASSEMBLY ON FIELD
1. Slide in axle.
2. Pop in lock pin.
3. Slide on rear wheel. Be careful that the
bearing and the washers are in place.
4. Tighten knob and put in clip pin.
5. For transportation from car to field, make
a simple harness out of %"-dim.rope with
a loop on each end and a large loop in the
middle. Slide the end loops over the foot
pegs. Pull from the center loop. Great way to
haul your Scoot Buggy, kite stuff and picnic
supplies.
DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove axle knob and clip pin and

wheel and axle lock pin.
2. Slide out axle.
3. Reattach wheel and knob and clip pin
(donltlose loose washers and bearing). Ready
to carry.

Larry and Cheryl Gleckner have
been making and flying kites out of
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania for
eight years. They are well known
along the mid-Atlantic seaboard for
their creotive soft kites and windsocks, such a: their Bubble Babies.
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Announcing an exciting
alternative to "howto"
books

'

>

"Stunt Kite Basics: Build
your own Stunt KiteM
T%s 49 minute vidm guides the
viewer step by step thru the
complete consmrction o f an 8
foot stunt kite.
The materials Zist and pattern
layout are printed on the
outside of the box so you can
purchase the materials prior
to viemng the vidm,

Inquire about this video at
your local kite store!

I

47600 Hanford Canton, MI 481 87 USA
Fax 313-454-0345
Tel 313-454-3760

3555 JubilantPlace
Colorado Springs, Colorado
80917
USA
ax (719)596-2332

Celestial Gardens
A 'Variations' Delta
from

Boreal Kites
made by

Gothic Design
R.R. #4, St. Thomas, Ont. Canada
N5P 3S8
(519)775-2527 Fax:(519)775-0099
A
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aredevil kite-powered skating is one
of my compulsions. But when roller
kiting on paved parking lots was the
only option, it couldn't compete with buggies on grass for spectator interest.
That's what led me, with help from
friends, to engineer the contraption that
would allow us back on the flying fields.
These off-road skates are made using very
available components: scooter wheels.
We named them the Wheels of Doom
because of their "lack of good sense" appearance, but in fact, if properly made, these
Bob Childs scoots around at the
skates are quite
safemd fast'
Buggy Boogie Thang on his WhmIS of Doom,
one who knows how to skate and how to fly
one of the zanler options in kite traction.
a kite can put the two skills together and
ings which have the proper fit.
power skate in style.
4. I had a machine shop help me with
Here's how I make the Wheels:
1. Start with good-fitting in-line skates (I the metal support rails. Essentially, you'll
need four steel rails %" x %"
find Rollerblade@Lightninfl TRSTM
and about 24" to 26"long. It is
not possible to give exact measurements for the drilled holes
because they change with the
size of each boot. The wheel
axle holes are to be drilled as
close to the ends as possible.
Mount the wheels and center
the boot so that $4" remains
between the toe and the front
tire and between the heel and the back tire.
5. Mount the boots with long bolts and
spacers through the axle holes of the skate
rails. Off-center each boot to the inside to
provide more stable balance.
6. Experiment with off-setting the
wheels fir more agile performance. Above, in-line skate structure. Inset, typical
7. Use great care while learning to power
flea market scooter (cheap source of tires).
skate, especially during launching and landing.With practice you'll learn to lean against
skates are the best for this adaptation).
2. Scooter wheels and tires in 12"diam- the wind for cutting sharp maneuvers and
eter can be purchased from most bicycle you'll go faster than the buggies-if you
shops. It is advisable to spend a little more want to. (I'm not in a hurry to push those
and get the puncture-resistantinner tubes. limits, myself!)
3. The scooter wheels come with standard bearings which are fine for gass but not BOB CHILDS has been a kite fiend for nine
so great for sand or dirt. A bearing compa- years and m u f & e s kites as Ips a Breeze Kite
ny can set you up with a set of sealed bear- Co. in Boulder, Colorado.

hat is

IFOSK?
(Inter-

national
Friends of Small Kites)
IFOSK is a club in
lmERNAFRIENM OF SMALL KITES
formation, a loose
"company of friends around the world
who like to make, fly, collect or just
read about small kites. IFOSK will maintain contact among members by issuing
a simple newsletter with drawings, diagrams, photos, efc. IFOSK will participate in exhibits. IFOSK will stimulate
exchange of small kites and ideas on
the theme. The language of IFOSK is
English, but IFOSK will promote translation to and from other languages.
Join the IFOSK by sending a
homemade small kite to:
Harm van Veen
Julius Rontgenstraat 2
2551 KT Den Haag
NETHERLANDS
or by sending four International Reply
Coupons to the above address. Every
member will receive four newsletters
and is expected to send contributions
for subsequent newsletters.

,

TEAM SILENCETM
"THE NEXT GENERATION OF STUNT KITES"

NEW
TALONTM &
TALONTM-F
+

r
b

ROCK SOUDTRACKING,
PRECISE SPEED CONTROL

\-

SUPERB OFF-WIND PERFORMANCE,
EXCELLENT GROUND WORK, AND
SOLID, BUT MODERATE LINE PULL

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY.
WHEN COMPROMISEIS UNACCEPTABLE
MANUFACTURED & DISTRIBUTED BY
FALCON AERO DESIGNS
12-A MAYNE AVENUE, STANHOPE,
NJ 07874 USA + (201) 347-4173
SLEEVES BY MLD

*

*

*

*

FLOWN BY
t TEAM "HlaHER POWERED" t
1ST PLACE EPB - MASK 1994

-

A VAILABLE FROM
+ EYE'Z UP KITES
(800) 51-KITES
+ FOREVER YOUNG KITES +
(203) 635-7545
+ HIGH FLYERS KITE COMPANY
(401) 846-3262
.mB DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED .m.

I
1
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High Fly Kite Company
NEW Products for 1994
SMITH-Leach Line and Venting
C0mp1.25 - No Wind TeamKite
Force Ten Foils
Ready4Flying Traction Line Sets
Prestretched With Knotless ioop & Ends

ARROWCOPTER,
Launch
into the
breeze

and
Arrowcopter
comes

Peter Lynn International Products

back to

Featuring The Latest Advancements In Kite Traction
Technology - We Now Stock Buggies, Peels & Parb

launcher.

High Fly Kite Company
30 West End Ave.
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
phone: 609-429-6260
fax: 609-429-0142
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Check out the new prices on our
kites and look for other great kite
products from High Fly Kite
Company at your favorite kite
store.

each Package contains two
complete play units
2 Arrowcopter flying toys
2 Launching 5ticks
2 Rubber band

Arrowcopter Inc.
P.O. Box 6480, 5an Jose, CA 95150
408-978-1771 FAX 408-978-1270
Domestic & fore~gndealer inquiries are invited
Please Send $4.00 for samples and sales info
Patented/Copyrighted
Made in the United 5tates of Amer~ca

I

1
1

The 16th Annual

FESl'IVAL (N THE WINDS
Bondi Beach,. Sydney,
-. Australia
10-12 September, 1993
Mice
Phd*aphs
by SIMON FRElDlN

AN A m F E ~ ~ CHANGE
A L
DRAMATICALLY?

C

Can it perhaps even make a quantum
leap in its image from a "minor" went
to a "major" one?
~ o o at
k ~ustralia'smost-established kite
event, the Festival of the Wmds. It had long
been a poor cousin next to the dazzle of
other international kite festivals. Not only
was it located on the other side of the world
from most kite travelers, but it had suffered
from a lack of decent funding and,at times,
the backing of local authorities.
But in 1993 the Malaysian Airline Systerns and Tourism Malaysia decided that
they would become the sole sponsors of
the event. That meant that the Australian

I

Kiteflyers Sodety could invite some international
guests to give
depth to the I
show.
And they chose their company wisely:
Martin Letn @@and), Philip McConnachie
from Peter Lynn Ltd. (New Zealand) and
George Peters (UnitedStates). In addition, in
what would be a novelty among big kite
festivals, they helped pay the costs of some
well-known "local" kitefliers, including
Australians Helen Bushell, Tony Wolfenden,
Michael Alvares and Neil Taylor. Considering
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that some of them had to travel a distance
equivalent to crossing the continental USA,
the sponsorship was well appreciated. In
addition, the four-man Crossline stunt kite
team from Malaysia attended. The effect
/ KITE LINES / SPRING-SUMMER 1994

was to put a solid wall of kites into the sky.
The site could not be better: a classic
Australian surf beach. Situated on the south
Pacific Ocean coastline about 20 miles south
of Sydney Harbour, Bondi's beach is a 100-

yard-deep band of white sand that stretches around a bay for two and a half miles. A
raised asphalt promenade attracts skaters,
joggers and walkers. Immediately behind
the promenade is a grassy open park which
on kite day is host to stalls selling kites.
Behind the park is a skyline of hotels, shops
and restaurants. The festival organizers rope
off about 300 yards of the beach, and on a
sunny day the promenade is lined with
spectators who sit all day to watch.
At this time of year, the Bondi Pavilion,
a crafts and performing arts center, brings
wandering musicians and dancers to the
spectacle. Because 1993 was the International Year for the World's Indigenous
People, Aboriginal dance and music was a
feature of this year's performances. The
pavilion also hosts a week of kitemaking
workshops prior to the festival. This year's
guest teacher was Michael Alvares.
Like all kiting events, this one depends on
the weather. A sunny day with ocean winds
makes it perfect for single-line kites. But
when the winds come from inland, the turbulence and rolling thermals can make it
near impossible to keep any one-liners in the
air, and the stunters come into their own.
This year was perfect for single-line display,
with three days of ocean breezes.
The festival starts on Friday with a media
day, when the local newspapers and television stations come to photograph and interview the kitefliers. I flew into Sydney that
morning and caught a taxi direct to the
beach, to see a blue sky brought to life by a
host of George Peters and Martin Lester
kites. The day was a long and casual fly, a
chance to greet old friends.
In the park behind the beach, 60-meterhigh (about 200-foot) floodlights had their
own story to tell. Draped from the top of one
of them, a 60-square-foot parafoil, firmly
caught by its bridles, brought history to the
event. One of the other light poles was
already known as Ted's Pole, in honor of the
final flight of Ted Cole's (President of the
AKS) best-homemade winner at the 13th
Festival of the Winds. When a TV crew
asked Ted to launch the kite for a final shot,
it was snarled by the pole, and remained up
there for six months before the council crew
came along to change the halogen bulb. Its
neighboring pole took the honors this year
and in tribute to the kite's owner, Mark
Olivier of Mount Eliza, Victoria, was promptly named Mark's Pole. (This kite was not to
remain there for six months: it was taken
down by the fire brigade on the Monday
after the festival.)
We enjoyed some firsts at this festival.
One was the inaugural flight of a giant platy-

pus from Peter Lynn Ltd. Unfortunately
Peter had commitments in Europe, so for the
first time in several years he was not there in
person. Philip McConnachie launched the
38-foot inflatable green and gold platypus
into the sky. The platypus is a native
Australian marsupial which dwells in and
around streams, grubbing in the sediment
with its duck bill for insects. The detail of the
kite caught its bill, clawed hands and feet
quite accurately. However, the kite had not

VISIT AUSTRALIA!

.7esetivalof tke Winds
The 17th Annual

Bond1 Beach, Sydney 9th - 1lth September

The National Capital Kite Festival
Canberra 17th - 18th September

%arpave Centenary sestiva[
Stanwell Park Beach
12th - 13th November

For details, The Australian KiteFlyers Society
P.O. Box 110, Sylvania Southgate, NSW 2224 Australia
Fax 612 449 4056
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ONE SKY ONE WORLD

flying fun & festivals
Huge lime-colored Platypus by Peter Lynn
of New Zealand, at launch.

yet been quite tamed from its wild existence, and had a propensity to nose-dive
into the sand in search of a meal of kitefliers.
Also on first release was a new George
Peters concept: the wandering anchor for
beach kite festivals. His first effort, a lizard
sandbag (see sidebar opposite) built in Martin
Lester's Bristol workshop just before George
headed to Australia, caught everyone's imagination. The kite lifted the lizard's head, and
when a very strong gust of wind caught the
kite, the anchor slithered, lizard-like, across
the sand. George named it Sal-Meander.
George was travelling with a variety of
plastic reptiles--lizards, geckos, a frog and a
winged pteranodon-and pulled them out
at various times to decorate meals. But
George made our tables come alive when he
unloaded onto them colored paper, bamContinued on page 51.. .

OSOW
Ready-to-FlyKite
Comes wlth tall
strlng and OSOW
proclamat~on
on
parchment Easy to
fly stable and
durable ~nllght to
moderate breezes
M~nlmum
order 10

OSOW Fly-MeTM
Paper Bag Klte Kit.
Thls 21 tall bag easlly
transforms lnto a
guaranteed to fly
OSOW sled klte Ideal
for workshops sales or
giveaways Requlres
only sclssors to cut
and strlng to fly

PRICE' CHART
Quant~hes
10 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 999
1 000 or more

Ready-to-Fly Kite
$2 00 each
$ 1 50 each
$125 each
$1 10each

Fly-MeTM
Paper Kite Kit
$ 50 each
$ 45 each
$ 40 each
$ 35 each

'Sh~pp~ng
not Included Note Each Ready-to-Fly K~tewe~ghs2 oz A Fly-MeTM
Paper K~teKit we~ghs1 oz lnqulre about ~mprlntedkltes for larger orders Call
or send camera ready art for quotot~ons

One Sky One World, 3940 W 32nd Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80212, USA
Telephone (303) 433-9553 Fax (303) 433-0019
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Would you believe a kite that flies in an
ionest .5 mph wind with no back peddling?

8Wiwgepawn under 8 OZ.
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KITES
836 nw 20th terrace
gainesville, florida 32603
ph: 904-373-7018 fax: 904-373-0741
e-mail: ahclem0013 aol.com

KTA Best New Product of 1990
Finetune your kite for maximum performancewith this indispensable newtool. Savetimeandeliminateguess worktying perfectly
matched flylines, bridles and shroud lines.

WONDER
Compact, unbreakableand inexpensivecard-stylewinder. Stores
single, dual and quad lines. Fast (15 inches per turn) and easy,
accommodates overhand and figure-eight winding. The most

The same great features as the Moran Winder, but designed
specifically to store quad line control systems. Easy figure-8
winding; includes elastic binder to secure lines and control grips.

MODEL Q GONURCOL GROPG
Ergonomically designed grip with center bridle gives the ultimate
in control accuracy and sensitivity. SpectralDacron bridles are
pre-stretched as a pair to guarantee equal length and identical
control response.
Dealer inquiries invited
If not available through your dealer, order direct

AKA Member Merchant

4" Precision A e r d l j a t i ~ ~ ~
'

w

'

z

/;

0~. B V 23801,
~
Santa Barbara, CA 931 21
--
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Late Bloomer Down Under
...Continued from page 49
boo and cane sticks, glue sticks and selfadhesive dots, and turned the waiting time
into a kite or paper airplane-building event.
Produced in paper by Martin and himself
were a ten-inch dragonfly (later auctioned at
the banquet), a 12-inch Lester's Legs kite,
an eight-inch box kite and a two-inch
cigarette-paper stickless delta.
The festival Saturday is an open all-day
fly, with a minimum of organized activity.
The one exception this year was a fighter kite
competition, which I unwisely entered. After
managing to tangle with every kite within
a 200-yard radius, and failing to perform
any of the required skills (horizontalpasses
left and right, spins left and right, knocking
over cups mounted on a pole and landing
within a pegged-off area), I was told by the
judges that if they ever ran an innovative
event they'd be in touch with me. I spent the
next 15 minutes untangling the mess of
line I'd created.
That night the dinner was highlighted by
a Dutch auction with time limits on the
bids. Here a two-dollar bid made just before
the time expires can fetch you a two-hundred dollar kite. The main attraction was a
five-foot rokkaku, made and decorated with
the festival logo by Arista Markou and AnneMaire Parry of New Generation Kite Factory
(Adelaide, South Australia). Unfortunately,
the kite missed a chance to fight its inaugural
battle: stiff winds on the final day of the
event led to the rokkaku challenge being
cancelled-there was too great a risk of the
kites sailing off over Sydney.
Competitions are part of the Festival of
the Winds, and the prizes are chosen espedally for kitemakers.The winners take home
Malaysian pewter tankards and clocks decorated with wau bulan (native Malaysian
kites), and kitemaking materials such as ripstop fabric and Spectra line. The maker of the
best homemade kite collects a trip for two to
a kite festival in Malaysia. This year's winner
was Laurie Hayes from Sydney with an
impressive nine-foot-wingspancellular kite.
The professional kitemakers are recognized in an exclusive category, President's
Choice, where the AKS president simply
chooses the kite he likes best. This year's
standout winner was Yvonne de Mille from
Christchurch, New Zealand.
On the final day of the festival, the winds
stiffened and the display changed markedly. Large soft kites became the order of the
day. David Chandler launched his Sutton
Flow Form, and hung signal flags from the
line to spell out the letters of "Festival of the

The Best Trains &
Single Wing Sports

For infomation on ourcomplete line of High
Performance Stunt Kites,
please write or call for our
free catalog.
720-A Gateway Center Dr.
Sun Diego, CA 92102
Ph# (619) 262-4712
Fax (619) 262-4714

-a-

No visit to the West Coast is complete without a stop at...
\
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-

K
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"A most impressive kite collection!"
Stan Swanson
"Dazzling! ...and watching Corey in the
store is incredible!"
Lee Toy
"Most amazing kite store I've ever
Joel Scholz
seen!"

E

3 =
c
3

"AWESOME!!"

Doug Hagaman

"Nothingelse like it! Finest kite shop
ever!,f
Jerry Sinotte
"I wish. it was my kite store!
p.s. Don't forget the Monterey
Aquarium."
Robbi Sugarman

Winbborne X i t e s
585 Cannery 'ROW
N o n t e r e y , Ca 93940
Write for our retail KITEALOG~
AKA 1 KTA Member Merchant

Toll-Free Order # 1-800-234-1
033
Kite Store # (408)373-7422
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Late Bloomer Down Under
...Continued

UNWIND.. .at the
13th Annual

SUNFEST KITE FESTIVAL!
Ocean City, Maryland
September 21-25

Winds." Spinners and windsocks abounded.
The cool Pacific winds prevented viewers
from lingering. Though the usual crowd of
30,000 was in attendance, the spectators
kept moving rather than settling on the
promenade wall.
The next day we enjoyed a ferry ride
across Sydney Harbour and a grand farewell
lunch at Bondi Beach. All too soon it was
time for our plane rides home.
It had been a fine event, satisfying in
itself and good for bringing new kiting importance to Australia. We look forward to an
even bigger Festival of the Winds at the 17th
annual, September 9 to 11, 1994.

v

Right, an embellished Revolution made
by Cameron Fraser of Melbourne.
Below, Yvonne de Mille's striking eightpointed ripstop star.

>Don't miss our Team Rokkaku Challenge and your chance to win $1,000!

>NEW! this year: The Sunfest Fighter
Kite Battle!

THF
--For details call or write:
P.O. Box 551
Ocean City, M D 21842
(410) 289-7855

1 WANNA DO REALLY
1 RADICAL SMJNTS?

Realize the Ml potential of your kite by
repladng your loose, worn out vinyls
with POWER-mE CONNEClQRS!

I

- Great@ iqm your kite's response

-IncreasedhstrePgthforpowerstunts
- Easier ldte ammbiy and takdmvn

-I#ltwei$t-greatforultralj$ts
- Easg to install

Redford, MI 48239
D W R INQUIRES WELCOME
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NEW BOOK

DYNA-KITE:
ISBN 0-9639010-2-8

184 Jam Packed Pages.
153 Descriptive Photos.
121 Detailed Diagrams.

SWEEPS OPEN TEAM TRAIN
BALLET
AT BASKC AND GlSKC
THE TRAIN TO FLY

Flexifoil

This book is for Beginning,
Intermediate, and
Advanced
Flyers. Half of the book is
devoted to INDIVIDUALS and
the other half to TEAMS making it
more like 2 BOOKS IN ONE.
The book is available from
KiteLines Magazine and wherever
quality kite products are sold.
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DYNAeKITE CORP.
P.O. BOX 24
THREE RIVERS, MA 01080
TEL (413) 283-2555 FAX (413) 283-4037
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Featuring over 75
line kites. W e have one of the
largest collections of sport kites
ever assembled.

custom kites
foils a specialty

KINETICS

A
L
Hugh "Stretch"Tucker

EYE'z UP KITES
Free line packages and
3578 Birdland. Ave.
shipping on orders over
Akron, Ohio 44319
$150.00. Call for free color catalog
(21
6
)
644-8200
Phone/Fax
and buyers' guide 1-800-51-KITES
COMBINE THEBEST MATERIALSAND INNOVATIVE DESIGN Wlni OUALIN
FOR THE ULTIMATE KlTE

Flying Wil Never be the

me

- outflies mono wing designs
- low, low stall speed
-"nailed to a posit hovers and edge work
- 9 foot and 10.5 foot models
- PROSPAR COMP
for the kite

FANATIC looking tor the ULTIMATEt ~ ~ g experience
ht

- free

Info. ma~ler

catalogue

- $2

V~deocatalogue

- $10

KITEMANDU KlTE FACTORY
L

box 486, Neepawa, Manitoba,
CANADA, ROJ 1HO
phone 204 476-3949
fax 204 476-3605
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Please send $ 5 for color catalogue,
cost to be amlied to first kite.

CRAFTSMANSHIP

ULmMAUE 2+2
AND THE FANA
Fx BY KITEMANDU

INTRODUCING THE

1609 S.W. 12th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 333 12
Tel/Fax: (305) 523-2054

FOR THE RECORD

Debatables & Updatables

A

lthough we consider subcategoriesto be
"debatable distinctions," apart from
mainline kite records, they keep on coming
and we keep on reporting them:

Quads Trained
"Flyin' Brian" Check of Butler, Pennsylvania
flew a stack of 41 Rev-11-style kites on Sunset Beach at Presque Isle State Park near Erie,
Pennsylvania on September 25, 1993.
Brian had previously flown a stack of 24
of the kites at Sunfest, Ocean City, Maryland
in 1992. During that winter he decided to
break his own record-and he did.
The kites formed a train 110 feet long.
Brian flew the stack for 6%minutes and
made the standard right and left loops with
little trouble. He used a set of 50-foot 300-lb
Spectra flying lines. A harness also proved to
be of great assistance because, when the
flight was over, Brian had been dragged
about 150 feet down the beach.
The flight was videotaped and witnessed

Forty-one Rev-ll-types lined up before flight.

by six people, including members of the
Fly Pittsburgh Kite Club. After the excitement had died down, Lee Sedgwick of Erie
asked Brian if he would try 50 next year.
Brian just laughed.
-John I. Kish
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Gunn Clarified
In the Winter 1993 issue of Kite Lines, we
published reports about Ray Bethel1 of Vancouver, B.C., Canada and Troy Gunn of
Wichita Falls, Texas. On August 20, 1993
Bethel1 flew three stunt kites at once for 8

hours 40 minutes at Long Beach, Washington. On September 16, Gunn flew two
stunt kites at once for five hours one minute
in Clinton, Oklahoma. Our report was written on the assumption that Bethell's record
outclassed Gunn's, but of course they were
different.
Gunn's duration record holds for two
kites and Bethell's holds for three.

Guinness Updated
From time to time the editors of The Guinness Book of Records make changes in their
entries. For their 1995 edition, they will be
dropping the category Greatest Lift Achieved
by a Kite (728pounds by Bill Tyrrell on September 23, 1984 in Ocean City, Maryland)
and adding the category Most Figure Eights
by a Stunt Kite in One Hour (still holding at
2,911 by Stu Cohen on September 24,1988,
in the same famed Ocean City).This change
was not suggested by Kite Lines, but maybe
a little variety will add spice to kiting. 9

American

Kite fliers
association^

I

I
For catalog send $1 to

JOE VAUGHAN
P.O. Box 276
Mifflinville, PA 18631
Phone or Fax:
(717) 759-3167

in all 50

the largest organized group of kite
in the world, with 5,000 members
states and 29 other countries.

Membership benefits include the bi-monthly 28-page Kitingnewsletter;
an annual Kitefliers Directory; a 10%discount at over 160kite merchants;
liability insurance coverage any time you fly in the USA;
an annual convention, competition, and auction; and more.

I

Annual individual membership is ~~$20.00.
To join with Visa/MC, call (408) 647-8483, or write:
American Kitefliers Association.
Dept K

1559 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852-1651
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of design and workmanship. This becomes apparent when you discover the
responsiveness and level of precision these kites demonstrate over their entire
wind range. The Team Spirit has a slot system along its leading edge which
channels the wind from the front to the back of the kite giving it excellent
stability and edge handling capabilities as well as superb precision and overall
performance. Now stunt kite enthusiasts in the U.S. are finding out what
the rest of the kite world has known for a long time: There's more to
Highflyem than just one great kite!

All kites have a light but very strong "PUUREX" CARBON-GRAPHITEframe
which gives them a wide wind range.
Sails are made of CARRINGTON NOVARE PERFORMANCE RIPSTOP.

These kites will put WIND UNDER YOUR WINGS
even when there is almost no wind at all.
All kites and spare parts are in stock and ready for immediate shipment.
Call or send for free brochure.
To order send check or money order to:

WIND UNDER YOUR WINGS
P. 0. Box 351

Butler, Wisconsin 53007.
Credit card or C.O.D. call (414) 461-3444
FREE SHIPPING IN U.S.A.
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The Kite Lines Bookstore

SPECIAL PURCHASES!
Edo Dako Dai Z m h u m e Big
Complete Book ofEdo Kites) by
Masaaki Modegi, in Japanese (and
some English). One of the most
exquisite works of kite literature yet
from Japan. About 140 kites photographed and cataloged. Excellent
construction detail drawings.
Richly printed on heavy paper,
elegantly bound and boxed.
Hardcover, 159 pp., $198.95
(no airmail shipping)

serving the kiter's reading needs by mail

I

F IT'S ABOUT KITES, the Kite Lines
Bookstore probably has it-the common, the rare, the foreign, the domestic,
the informative, the artistic, the goodand the bad. W e carry nearly all the kite
titles in print, even ones that give us a lot of
trouble to obtain.
The Bookstore is not an endorsement of

any title, but we do guarantee your satisfaction with our service. W e want you to feel like
you're in your local bookstore. Pick a book.
Look it over. If it's wong for you, you can put
it back on our she16 No problem.
Kite books often go out of print without
warning-if you want any of these, we suggest you snap them up now!

Make Mine Fly by Helen
Bushell. This 1988 edition is a collection of
tips, techniques, and
hints (gathered since
1977) for beginners,
experts, groups or individuals. Includes plans
for the famous patented
Trefoil Delta, plus several
paper kites. Softcover,

photos, addendum on
kites in teaching. Softcover, 26 pp., $12.95

Pictures for the Sky, by Paul Eubel
and Ikuko Matsumoto, in a new
English edition, revised from
Bilder ficr den Himmel (Pictures for
the Sky). Incredibly beautiful fullpage color photos of kites made
for the traveling exhibition.
Includes the work of 100 international artists collaborating
with 36 Japanese kitemakers.
Softcover, 406 pp., $78.95
(no airmail shipping)

From CANADA . . .
Atte de Fazer Pipas 2
(The Art of Kitemaking 2)
by Silvio Voce, in
Portuguese. Making 10
non-Brazilian paper
kites, 56 pp., $4.95
Arte de Fazer Pipas 1 has
a few traditional Brazilian kites, 50 pp., $4.95
Both books as package, $8.95

Bermuda Kites by
Frank Watlington.
Plans for five
island kites, plus
variations and
hummers. Traditional materials,
flying tips, a little
history. Softcover,
24 pp., $4.95

Kite Crazy (the book) by Carol Thomas.
Accompanies the video. Mans for the
Kiskadee, rokkaku, dual- and quad-line
deltas. Sound writing, black-and-white
drawings. Softcover, 176 pp., $32.95
Kite Crazy (the video) by SOMA Film &
Video, Canada. Meet famous kiters and
learn how to make and fly steerable
kites (I-, 2- and 4-lime). Lovely footage,
VHS format, 102 minutes, $32.95
Special booklvideo package $59.95

kites. Fine sections on
sport kites and parachuting teddy bears.
Outdated appendixes;
color photos. Softcover,
255 pp., $27.95

a

Go Fly a Kite:
The Kite Builder's
Manual by John
Boxtel. Pleasing
drawings but
plans use old
techniques and
no dimensions.
Softcover, 80
pp., $12.95

Sbmt Kite Basics by Richard P.
Synergy. Lots of information
and enthusiasm. Coves safety
and social aspects, equipment
and maneuvers (32 of them in
all, but not the same as on the
cover). Drawings are far from
artistic, but get the point
across. Emphasizes competing
and winning in competitions.
Softcover, 142 pp., $15.95

Chinese Artistic Kites by
Ha Kuiming and Ha
Yiqi. The celebrated
kites of the Ha family
of Beijing. History,

Swept W i n g Stunt Kites. Analysis of stunt design
elements; 4 plans. Softcover, 43 pp., $11.95
The Kite Store Book ofKites. 10 plans for original
Cottrell kites plus philosophy and a 5.25" disk
for computer design. Softcover, 48 pp., $13.95

D continued.
NEW! Box Kites Making and

Flying by Dr. Bill Cochrane.
Plans for 17 types of box kites,
from basic designs to Hargrave, Conyne and tetrahedral
plus three Cody styles. A little
history and aerodynamicsbut
out-of-date building methods.
Color photos in attractive
layout. Scanty appendixes.
Hardcover, 96 pp., $34.95

Cetfs-Vobnts: a la Recherche
du Bleu by Gerard CEment,
in French. A feast for the
eyes (not the mind), this is a
big, beautifully designed
collection of underidentified color photographs.
Some history, no plans.
Dreadful bibliography.
Hardcover, 117 pp., $54.95
(no airmail shipping)

e! Cerf-Volant en Chine
T h e Kite in China) by

Dominique BaillonLalande, in French.
Beautiful photos (half in
zolor) of Chinese kites,
elegantly printed. No kite
plans, but some construction details. Hardcover, 88 pp., $51.95
(no airmail shipping)

The Ki&eLines Bookstore . . .Continued
Drachen mit Geschichte (Kites
with Histoy) by Walter
Diem and Werner Schmidt,
in German. Extensively researched, faithfully reprod u d models from our rich
kiting history. Brogden,
Gomes, Gmnd, Hargrave,
Kuznetzov, Lamson,
Lecomu, Sauls, others. De-

.e

Asiastische Dracher~
(Asian Kites) by Franz
Arz, in German. .
Lovely and colorful
book containing 22
kite plans, including
5 fighters. Instructions call for mostly
traditional materials.

Books by Werner Backes, in German, compact
and reliable, have good ideas, instructions, color
photographs and drawings: Drachen aus aller Welt
sampler, including the Cloud Seeker, Cody,
tetrahedral, rhombus and multicell boxes,
parafoil, Roloplan and rokkaku. Also directions for trains, reels, knots and aerial photography. Softcover, 128 pp., $16.95
Neue drachen zum Nachbauen (Nav Kites to
Replicate). Plans for 20 kites from available
materials plus accessories. Appropriate for
workshops. Softcover, 128pp., $7.95

. . .und sie Fliegen Heute Noch -

NEW! Skywork ll Exerne
in German. Plans for 12original
dual-liners (sixdeltas, three parafoils and three figure kites, induding Superfly, banana, pteranodon).
A stimulating, motivating, creative
work. Includes fine charts plus tips
on materials, sewing, knots and
flying. Softcover, 96 pp., plus fullsize fold-out airfoil pattern, $22.95

Vol. 11), in German.

Aquiloni Acrobatid by Cristina
Sanvito and Giancarlo Galli, in
Italian. The first Italian stunt kite
book is well organized and covers
all the basics and more. Graphics
and drawings are neatly done and
dear. Indudes a brief history, safeand maneuvers plus a valuable glosliography. Softcover, 141 pp., $19.95

features over 300 color photos
showing great detail and many
techniques. Also contains drawings and articles by well-known
Japanese kite authors.
Softcover, 216 pp., $29.95

Kleine Papieren Vliegers
(Small Paper Kites) by Harm
van Veen, in Dutch. A very
original, colorful little book
with clear and detailed
plans for 10 artful miniatures plus a tiny reel.
.Complete techniques, even
splittingbamboo.
Softcover, 32 pp., $5.95

an. Poems, songs, tales,
photos, plans from

PhantastischeDrachenwelt: Die Festivals,
Die Drachenbauer, Die Modelle (Fantastic
Kiteworld: The Festivals, The Kitemakers,
The Models) by Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig, in German. A handsome coffeetable book of real substance. Fine portraits of 12 leading international kiters.
Color photos and drawings plus an
insert with traceable plans for 4 unusual
kites. Hardcover, 128 pp., $31.95
(no airmail shipping)

(New Stunt Kites and One-Limn to Make and Fly). Includes
6 stunters and 3 single-liners, all original designs by the
author. Among the stunters is the Paradox, a threedimensionalquad-liner. Brief introduction to theory of
color and form in kites. Softcover, 80 pp., $19.95
Lenkdrachen b a r n und Piegen (Makingand Flying Stunt
Kites). Contaiis 8 dual-liners (4 diamonds, 3 deltas and a
foil-the Paraflex). Softcover, 64pp., $14.95

Aquiloni (Kites)by Guido

Geschichte und Geschichten um
den Drachen (and They Still Fly
TodayHistory and Tales about

by Christine Schertel, in
German. New, different
volume. Plans for 12 original, tested kite designs in
good variety: nine stunters
and three cellular kites,
including a Hargrave, Cody
and the "Revolver."
Attractive paintings instead
of photographs. Softcover,
52 pp., $14.95

Tezukun' OmoshiroDako Nyumon
(A Primer oflnterestingHandmade
Kites) by Eiji Ohashi, in Japanese.
Both traditional Asian kites and
modem designs are among these
easy-to-make figure and cellular
kites plus Ohashi's famous arch
train. Color photos, drawings,
details. Softcover, 100 pp., $26.95

photographs, several in color.
Well organized and printed.
Softcover, 96 pp., $21.95

Kites: 24 Designs by Izak C.
Rust, in English. The first kite
book from South Africa.
Good scale drawings and
color photographs. Includes
the South African fishing kite.
Tips on frames, tails, sails,
knots, reels, bridles and flying. Annotated bibliography.
Softcover, 48 pp., $11.95

Drachenreise (Kiteloumey) by Ruedi
Epple-Gass, in German. Interesting
black-and-whitebook. Countries
explored (some visited and others
researched) include Turkey, Vietnam,
Dominican Republic, and spots in the
South Pacific, Latm America and Europe.
Political overtones. A few drawings of
biodegradablekites, poems and flying
tips. Softcover, 125 pp., $26.95

The KikLines Bookstore.. .Continued
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The Stunt Kite Book by
Alison Fujino and
Benjamin Ruhe.
Cowrs background,
penonalities and
introduction well;
treats nuts-and-bolts
somewhat sketchily,
Many black-andwhite photos and
drawings and a chart of 80 brands of stunt kites
listed by sldlllwel. Softcover, 110 pp.; $8.95

The Pequin Book ofKites
by David Pelham. Called
"The Bible," first published
in 1976and stiU recommended for all kiteUiets:
Plans for more than 109
kites plus solid, wellresearched and -written
aerodynamicsand history.
Color in half the book.
Index and bibliography.
Softcover,228 pp., $14.95

NEW! Kite Precision by Ron Reich. A
strong foundation in stunt flying
from one of the most celebrated
fliers Inthe country. Fully detailed
explanationsof maneuvers Reich
started that are now basic. Exdent
sections on the Revohtion and
Flexifoil flying. Good introduction
to team flying and choreography.
Self-published with low-resolution
photos, but lots of them. Touches of
humor. Softcover, 182pp., $14.95

--

Art That Flies by

The Art of the Iapanese Kite
Tal Streeter and
by Tal Streeter. Rare proPamela H d . Anfiles of master kite artists of
thT10gy of unusuJapan sensitivelyintera1 kites from 1990
viewed in 1971-72, just
Dayton (Ohio) Art
befare the waning of their
Institute exhibit,
traditional arts. Includes
featuringworks by
130 photos (52 in color).
three noted artists.
No plans, but some backOptical Illusions,
g m m d on Japanese-style
environmental worksI interview,
kite building. A rich coninteresting bibliography. No plans.
temporary history and a
Softcover, 139 pp., $14.95
tple joy to read. Softcover,l81 pp., $24.95

1
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OrrpHow Kites. Same as B
Make and Flv. Plans fm 25 basic be&
The Big Lbok of~ites.'Sa& & British
Making and Flying Modem Kites. Plans
for 36 kltes. Softcover, 127 pp., $12.95

"

-

Kite books by Wayne Hosking vary in
appearance but sufferin the writing:
New softcover edttlonl (new c o w only)
K i h . Lavishly printed book of beautiful
kite photos. Some good research on
Asian kites. Kitemakers are adentifled.

Fighter Kites by
The Ultimate Kite Book by
Philippe Gallot.
Paul and Helene
Morgan. If it wew't for
Plans for 29
kites, tips on
the exaggerated title,
this book would offend
flying,tools,
no one. Dane with great
materials,
color to create excitegames and
ment. Lacks identificaaccessorla.
tion of kitemakers.
Clear illustraExtensive photographs
tions, adequate
showing flying techinstructions,
niques. About six gwd
plentiful enthusiasm. Measuremen
kite plans. Hardmer,
converted -from meMc may total
WCOEectly. Softcover, 96 pp., $12.95
pp.. m . 9 5

Absurd appendixes; 120 pp., $15.95
IVEWIKitestoTouchtheSkyIry'Wayne . .
Hosking, Self-published. Has plans for
32 plastic kites, simple drawings, no
photographs. Softcover, 96 pp., $9.95

Lelad-~o~,
2nd a'tion. Solid tips and
easy p h for 8 kites
from a well-remembered kiter. Indudes a
rotor of foam meat
trays and a Mylar
lighter.Unpretentious, error-free. Softcover, 36 pp., $9.95

polish and photographs, but are useful to read:
New edltlon! Stunf Kites! The first book on the
subject. Thornugh coverage of the basics plus
advanced techniques. Maneuvers, tips, information and proven advice from 20 weli-known sport
fliers;lots of safety pointers. No kite plans or
brand names. Softcover, 88 pp.,.$11.95
ThePighterKife Book! A goodly amount of informatlon, mostly correct, about lighter flying.
Though flat in tone, it's a useful starting source.
Contains plans for a basic fighter. Beware drawings of bridles. Softcover, 74 pp., $8.95

-

-

pubiished, contain ~riti~quirrks:
SoffKites and Windsocks. Same as +YMX

Books by Jim Rowlands, tho& U.&-

Book by David Gomberg are "homemade," lacking

Kites: An His-

Survey by

CHve Hart.Revised, second
edition (1982). Invaluable
reference work with many
black-and-white illustrations
and photographs.
Faxhting, readable, indepth research in early kiting.
The most extensive kite hiliography in ptlnt. No plans.
Sbftcover, 210 pp., $15.95

I
Kiteworks by Maxwell
Eden. Revised edition. Fifty kite plans
from respected
designers. Jletailed
drahn~s
PIUS@,
accessories and
(un)relatedstories.
Kite paintings, a fav
photos. Softcover,

Kites. TheScience
dtheWoadsby
Toshio It0 and
One of the few
efforts to be dentiflc about kites.
Uneventranslation from the
Japanese. Softcover,

Kite books by Margaret Greger ate
dear, wise and &able, ideal for
begfnner, expert or dassroom:
Kites for Everycme. Many p o d kite
plans, variations and accessories
plus tips and techniques. Second
edition. Softcover, 136 pp., $12.95
More Kites for Ewyone. Some old
kites, some new kites, plus more tips.
Plans for 17 kites from simple to
complex. Softcover, 59 pp., $9.95
NEW! Ski the Beach by
Stan Rogers. All you
need to know about
sand skiing with kites.
The only book on this
topic. Safety concerns
explained throughout.
Necessary beach conditions thoroughly
illustrated. Loads of
charts,including "How W i d Energy is
Affected by Temperature." Homemade
layout and art. Scads of black-and-white
photos. Softcover, 100 pp., $13.95

NEW! Longest-Awaited Kite Pin!
rab the newest for yourself or a friend.
Handsome and unique 1W" cloisonne pin in a
limited edition. Your choice of three colorsblueblue, greenlblack or redblack.
or all three for $17.00
Shipping $1.00 per order

Read a Good T-shirtLately?
ome of our favorite kite quotations-14 in all,
7 on the front, 7 on the back--are printed in
three bright colors on our quality, preshrunk
100% cotton t-shirt made in the U.S.A. Your
choice of white, cool green or peach in adult sizes
or in XXL (white only),
Add $2.00 per shirt for shipping

now you can have it all
-on MICROFILM!

KzmLzivEs
entire set $75

lection, all 38 back
issues of Kite Lines
over the past 17 years, in a neat, compact library on microfiche.
When copies sell out, a micro-fiche
version is offered immediately, so new
enthusiasts can take a crash course in
kiting with this treasure chest of useful
information!

KITE TALES
each $2.50
entire set $85
postpaid
The complete set of
Kite Tales (the original
AKA newsletter) o n
microfiche4ver 1,600 pages-all 40
issues from October 1964 to November
1976. Twelve years of plans, news and
historic material-* must for researchers
or libraries.

ack issues of Kite Lines offer a wealth of information
and ideas: plans, tips, techniques (for both singleand multi-lme fliers), personalities, world records, festivals, reviews--an essential history of today's kiting, saturated with inspiring stories and designs.
NOwonder back issues of Kite Lines are avidly collected by so many enthusiasts. You can start now with the
l4issues
in
paper form' S4"' each
plus $1.50 each shipping, while supplies last.

SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vol.8, No. 4)
Pierre Fabre in Japan; Kinnaird on Rokkakus; Kocher's
Obtuse Tetra; Huntington Beach scandal; Peter Maliiski.
WINTER 1991-92
9,N ~ 1.)
Stunting in Italy & Poland; Gubbio (Italy); Painless
Parafoil plans; Painting ~ipstop;~obertoGuidori,
1992 (Val.9,No.2)
Andre Cassagnes;Thailand and the Natural Fibers Festival; Christmas Island feats; Stunter Survey; George Peters.
FALL. 1992 (VoL9,No. 3)
SUMMER-FALL 1987 (VoL6, No. 4)
Castiglione, Le Touquet, Barcelona, Ostia; Arch Ribbon;
mtes of ~~~i~~~mailand); lqying in ~ ~sher-wi;
j ~ ;
Niagara Falls; Tangles; Ianuzzi's Featherlight; Kim Petersen.
Sisson sled; Cutting Boron; Dyeing ~ i p s t with
~ p KOOI-A~~.
WINTER 1992-93(Vol.9,No. 4)
SUMMER 1989 (Vol.7,No. 3)
Annual Frenzy;Srunt Kite Swey; Kite Capitals ofthe Hamarnatsu by George Peter$ Kite Poweer by Nop
world; Fabulous B&; Flying Wedge; OhashiJs~~~hTrain. Velthuizen, with traction chronology; Fighters by Me1
Govig Dieppe; GX-3 stunter plans; Ron & Sandra Gibian.
WINTER 1989-90(Val.7,NO. 4)
SPRING
lotNo'
China by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison; How to Dye
Guatemala;Java; Fighters by Ed Alden; Celebs in Paris
Ripstop; Modifying a Parachute; Stunting a Flow Form.
Paint Rokkakus for AIDS; International Travel Tips; aerials
SUMMER 1990 (Vol.8,No. 1)
of Ireland; quad-line Propeller; Jsrgen Maller Hansen.
New Zealand, Berlin, Washington (England); Parachute
SUMMER-FALL
(Val.20, No. 2)
Stunter plans; Peter Lynn's Future Tech; Bobby Stanfield.
Adrenalinetour of India; Istvin
aaistly; Carl
WINTER 1990-91(Vol.8,No. 2)
Crowell's Cross Deck; Oldest U.S. Kite Festival (Iowa);
Dieppe, Montpellier, Brist01and Berlin; Stunt Kite SurKites at the Pyramid$ Tony Wolfenden.
vey; D'Alto's Whitehead kite; Largest Eddy record.
WINTER 1993 (VoL10,No. 3)
SPRING 1991 (Vol.8, No. 3)
Nolth Sea events (Terschelling, Scheveningen, fan^);
Whistling Kites of China by Tal Streeter; Gomberg on
Southwest Kite Camp Caravan; Rendez-Vous Mondii in
Kite Pins; Angle Estimating; Wind Shot stunter plans.
Canada; Sheragy's Butterflies;Wolfgang Schiimelpfennig.

wol.

Everything That Flies
Call for free catalog
1-800-334-4777
1 0 0 % Satisfaction Guarantee
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1994

PAY

of Events

12th Annual
Rogallo Kite Festival
June 4-5

HUGE INVENTORY OF THE WORLDS
FINEST STUNT KITES, SINGLE-LINE
KITES AND ACCESSORIES. WIDE
COLOR SELECTIONS. FAST, FRIENDLY
AND PERSONALIZED SERVICE.

16th Annual
Wright Kite Festival
July 16

f FREE CATALOGI

7th Annual
Outer Banks

Fax (203) 270-8250
29 HEMLOCK TRAIL

SANDY HOOK CT 06482

Kite
Competition

I

Four Convenient Locations on
the Outer Banks of NC: Nags
Head, Duck, Corolla, & Avon

I

Daily activities and workshops
Single & Multi-line Kites
Kite buggys & Kite Ski
Windsocks, Flags & Banners
World Famous T-shirts
Flying Toys
Boomerangs
Rollerblades
Professionally trained staff to
serve you year round
Discounts to AKA members
We ship to anywhere in the world

I

CLOSE-OUT

SPECIAL
SALE
Stunt Kites
Hawk Aero Labs
Bird of Prey
.Value $149.95.Sale $99.95

Streaker 6-foot Kite
.Value $89.95.Sale $59.95

P

When you're
ready to make the
commitment..
...
We have the kffe to he$ you reach your goak

Fire Dart 8-foot Kite
.Value $119.95.Sale $99.95

Cyborg I1 8-foot Kite
.Value $139.95.Sale $89.95

Prospar, Sky Shark, or Advanto 6). Incredible
6erfonnanceat a meat prlce~eontact your
local dealer oc -

FLY-AWAY KITES
1108 Main St.

I

Belmar, NJ 07719

1-800-29-KITES

I /

Paragon Kites

P.O. Box 591562, Sun Francisco, Ca., 94159 Tel: (415)668-7285 Fax: (415)668-2185

/
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II
Ripstop Nylon Fabric
Vinyl End Caps
1/Z oz. Ripstop
Snaps 8 Swhrels
3/4 or. Ripstop
Sleeving Kfts
1.5 oz. Ripstop
Vinyl lafls
3.9 oz. Vaeron
Ripstop Repair Tape
Leadtng Edge
Vacron Line
Vacron Adhesive
Bridle & Sleevlng Lbe
lyvek
Fiberglass lubes
Clear inyl Tubing
Carkon lubes
Seat-Rigid lubing
Banner Poles
Mack Vinyl lubing
Rmp
Reinforced M I n g
Ripstop falls
E
d
m
r
TOOI
S
Saokers
lubes
'Kite Kits'
Fiberglass W s
Thread, SeaMHdk Skwk
Cord
N y k n Webbing
Kne
n"kVihedrak
Converter
Sleeves
Cuttoa Spectra Line 8MuchMorel
A m Nock, Inserts
F.0.8 Alua. Couplings
lensloners
"Everythingt o build a kite-"

s,/q

T"ls

(Efang-emWigh

Icarex Distributor

Monday-Friday,10 am-10pm
1420 Yale Ave.
(804)233-6155
Richmond, Va 23224
Phone or Fax

iFabrics

will continue to be manufactured with
the same " Commitment to Excelknce"
by Stan SwansonlCondor Kite Co.
Custom S i s : 20 sq. ft. to 130 sq. ft.
NEW CLOISONNEPINS ARE AVAILABLE
$12.00 covers shipping & handling

Write: PO. Box 2078
Westport, WA 98595
PhonelFax: 206-268-1944

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
The brightest most advanced kite
light~ngsystem available
Top Of The Line Flight Squadron
Phase 1 (01) System:

2 24"xl" flexible strips Ten lights per strip,
sequentially lighting, building to a brilliantly

And Introducing:

Major Brands
LOW
Factory Direct Prices!!!

Phase 2 ( 0 2 ) System:
2 24"x06" flexible strips expandable to 48"
with 0 2 + add on system
Dealer inquiries invited

Available at your local kite shop or by contacting:

.

NITE FLIGHT LIGHTING SYSTEMS
13304 E. Valley Blvd.
62 / KITE LINES 1 SPRING-SUMMER 1994

La Puente, Calif. 91746 (818) 961-8849

Call or Write for
Our Free Catalog.

Flying Things
130 S.E.Highway 101
Lincoln City, OR 97367
(503)996-6313

EMPTY SPACES IN THE SKY

Doug Hagaman, Steve Demstein
ouglas
Hagaman,
D
admired maker of the
Hagaman parafoil and flier

nance of equipment for wood and painted cloth to make intricate
his displays could not be centipedes, birds, stars, rokkakus and other
fully reimbursed with kites, often featuring revolving gold eyes
of astounding arrays of
money, but for Doug, I and gift ribbon tails. Mans for his Chinese
kites and streamers at festhink, were repaid with bird kite were published in the Spring 1979
tivals around the world,
the knowledge that he had Kite Lines.
died on December 20,1993
done his best in making
At kite festivals, Steve would invariably
of dysrhythrma. He was 39
something glorious hap- win an award-if not for craftsmanship or
years old.
the oriental category then at least for the
pen in the sky.
A Bellewe, Washington
I admired the fact that senior citizen class, which he accepted grudgnative who had lived on
Doug continued to make ingly, saying it was like a consolation prize.
the Washington and OreJalbert-style parafoils with His natty appearance, energetic friendliness
gon coasts, Doug moved
full credit to the inventor. and fast quips on the field belied his age.
with his wife Jody to WestSteve and I always took reciprocal phoAt the same time, he was
port, Washington in 1989.
widely recognized for hav- tographs of each other at local events. I
He had worked as a tech8 ing refined the construc- was looking for him at this year's Smithnician on fiberglass sailstion of the traditional sonian on March 26, not knowing he had
boats and was studying
f parafoil. Dougls kites flew died only the day before. Steve's wife Sylvia,
atmospheric sciences at Doug Hagaman,Westport, 1989 "without a ripple anywhere in poor health in recent years, was unable
Grays Harbor College.
on the surface. All the ele- to inform kiters of his death. Members of
But Doug was best known for his kites, ments were in perfect alignment, the cloth the Maryland Kite Society hope to keep
built to impressive size and exacting stan- grain and stitching pulling evenly. A Haga- Steve's kites and fly them in future years at
dards. He enjoyed waking the beach, observ- man parafoil, designed and made by Doug the Smithsonian.
ing its wildlife, visiting its lighthouses and himself, was a faultless accomplishment.
I remember a telephone conversation
flying his kites there. He believed the winds
Doug and I worked on several projects with Steve in 1987. He said, "What keeps me
of the Washington state coast were the together, including our several-mile-long alive is that I have one more kite to build. So
cleanest and steadiest in the world-and
Flying Red Line (begunwith William Tyrrell). I keep putting it off for fear that when I
he had flown kites in Australia, Canada, In later years, Doug was responsible for make it I won't be around much longer."
China, England, Japan and Singapore. He keeping the project alive. We learned new
-Valerie Govig
was a founder of the kite conference at Fort things with each effort, but now, without his
Worden, Washington and twice a contrib- participation, its successful realization seems
arjorie Harrison, wife of Hugh Hamson,
utor to workshops in England.
problematic. Still, I would like very much to
died at age 71 on October 14, 1993.
Services for Doug were distinguished by complete it--and perhaps I will-in remem- Longtime kiter Hugh A. Harrison, active
his kites on the walls, flowers from England, brance of Doug.
member of the British Columbia (Canada)
guitar music that he loved and a variety of
Doug was one of my
Kitefliers Association and
speakers celebrating his life. A memorial fly kite anchors, a great perlifetime member of the
of Hagaman parafoils has been planned for sonal resource. I relied on
AKA, was strongly supJuly 2, 1994 at the Westport Windrider Kite him. He never disappointported in his enthusiasm
Festival. A concrete bench usable as a kite ed me. I loved him. I miss
by Margie. With Hugh, she
anchor and a commemorative plaque will be him dearly. The kite comgavelei to kite events in
unveiled July 3 on the westport Lighthouse munity is greatly diminAsia, Oceania, Europe and
Trail. Contributions may be mailed to the ished by his absence.
the U.S. Her social genDoug Hagaman Trust Fund, c/o Jody Hagaerosity and kite skills helped
man, PO Box 2078, Westport, WA 98595.
tephen John Bernstein,
build the BCKA. -KG.
loyal participant in the
Tal Streeter remembers Doug Hagaman: '
Smithsonian Kite Festival,
E m m a (Billie) Jalbert,
Doug was a kind of ideal kiteflier for me, died quietly of cancer in
ife of the deceased
an adult who over a lifetime had managed Arlington, Virginia on
inventor of the parafoil,
to hold onto the features of childhood-so
March 25,1994, at age 86.
Domina C.Jalbert, died on
richly exemplified by a love of kites.
A retired Air Force engiFebruary 27, 1994 after a
Kiting was the pleasure of sharing nature neer, he designed and
stroke in West Palm Beach,
freely, giving form and color to the wind and made a variety of original
Florida. She had celebrated
producing an artistic expression, s m e d up kites, often based on tradiE her 91st birthdav on Febbn his business card, "paint the Sky." ~ h k tional Asian models. UsuSruary 10. Several kiters athours of labor, the investment and mainte- ally he used bamboo or Steve Bernsteln, Smlthsonlan, 1991 tended her funeral. -VG.
A.
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ATTENTION
STUNT KITE PILOTS
In 1984 we started with ...

Discount Prices.

In 1992 we added...

110% Price Guarantee.
Last year we upped the ante with ...

Double the Difference.

reels, and
accessories
+:+ Oriental
+$Sportsman's
Q Custom
Q Fine Art

For 1994, BFK introduces:

KiteFacts

TM

(818) 913-7255
FREE CATALOG & FAX INFO
BFK's exclusive automated information and FAX on Demand System.
Call KiteFacts to obtain:
A FREE Stunt Kite Buyer's Guide and Color Catalog.
List of unadvertised specials with prices too low to print.
Immediate product information and prices FAXed to you.
(Call from any U.S.Touch Tone phone and have your FAX number ready.
International tnquzres; FAX your request to the number lzsted below.)

BFK offer products from the following manufacturers:
Big Easy
Top of the Line
It's A Breeze
Chicago Fire
Top Shelf
Shanti
Spiderline
New Tech Sports
MLD
Moran
Nite Flight
Carey Winders
Trlby
Skynasaur
Jordan Air
Tim Benson
Spectra Sports
Rare Air
Lead~ngEdge
Sasaki Kite Fabrications
Sky Delight
Advantage
Aerie
G-Force
Beman
Skyshark
Flexifoil
Martin Lester
Force 10
Revolution
T.C. Powers
Davis Instruments
Kite Innovations
Falcon Aero Designs Prism Designs
Peter Powell
Peter Lynn, Land Lizard, KTM, Force 10, Flexifoil Buggies & Parts
You can also wrzte or call BFK directly:
19306 E. Windrose Dr. #201
Rowland Heights, CA 91748
(818) 912-1272 FAX (818) 912-2585
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Info Pak - $3.00
SKI THE BEACH
P.O. BOX 536
LINCOLN CITY, OR
97367
(503) 994-8709

ETTER THIS YEAR: INDIA'S
B
fabled internationalkite festival

in early January. Held in Ahmedabad, mecca of rooftop fighter kiteflying, it drew 39 visitors from
nine countries. The government
plans to make the event bigger
every year. For 1995, they are talking about a stunt kite competition. (Is
this progress?)

R

ECOVERING FROM MAJOR
surgery is Bob Ingraham, 83, in
Silver City, New Mexico. His wife
Hazel knew the founderof the AKA
was on the mend when he started
talking and joking again. Write to
Bob at 315 N. Bayard

Edinburgh, visited our small town,
Kirkcudbright. They came to open
the Tolbooth, an historic 17th
century building which was recently refurbished as an art and
craft center.
"After the opening ceremony,
the Royal party toured the building. I was making kites in one of the
workshops and was honored when
the group stopped by to examine
my work. The Queen was interested
in the materials used, while the
Duke made a beeline for my biggest
kite, a Facet. I was pleased to point
out the expanding interest in the
sport, the development of the.kite
manufacturing industry and the
retajl outlets, all of which have taken
recent years despite the

"After the Queen and the
eparted, it took hours for me

-

three months, a large show of kites
as art, including European and Asian
craft as well as designs by noted
local artist George Peters. Site: the
TOWN CALLED KITE? YES, high ceilings of the lavish, lightof them- it^, ~~~~~i~
and filled new Arvada Art Center in
Kite, Kentucky. The former enjoys ArvadafColorado.
the Kite Elementary School, Kite
Late lgg4Or
19951,a
~
~ and
t Kite
i church
l
~ of ~ ~ so10
d exhibition
.
of works by Dr. Skye
But in Kentucky, the town has the klcmison. Site: the Russell Gallery in
advantage of a location next to the Lindsay Ontario, Canada.
town of Topmost, which it joins in
Sometime in 19961 "How
the Kite Topmost Volunteer Fire Thmgs
an e d ~ c ~ f iexhibit.
~~al
Department. (you can't make up Site: the National Air & Space Museurn, Srnithmnian,Washington, D.C.
stuff like this.)
Kites will be included, probably in a
OYAL INTEREST IN KITES? style similar to the "Flyingfor Fun"
wilf Proctor of Kirkcudbright, display in 1978. That exhibit lasted
Scotland, writes:"On the 30th of only a Year. The new one, rumor
June, 1993, her Majesty the Queen has it, will be larger and will be UP
and Prince Philip, the Duke of for five Years.

saaki Modegi:
The sad pass-

community erected a six-foot marble
memorial in Taito ward, downtown
Tokyo. Mounted into it is a ceramic
plaque decorated with one of Hashimoto's rabbit and wave paintings.

maker in Tok-

not pass unmarked. In memory of
Hashimoto-san, the Japanese kite

Greens of Burnley in England have
plans in progress for 1995.

A,

.

R
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Kitemaker: Reza Ragheb, age 60, Aurora,
Colorado, USA
Occupation: Kite designer
Kite experience: Kiteflier for 17 years; kite store owner
and kitemaker for 13 years
Average amount of time spent making a kite:
6 to 80 hc
Honors: Twice voted AKA Members' Choice for
Best New Manufactured Kite 4
Favorite flying spot: Parliament Hill,
I
Hampstead, England
Philosophy in kitemaking: "1. k he number one criterion in kitemaking is airworthiness. 2. Graphics-Bold is
beautiful. 3. strive for perfection.
4. No two kites alike."
Photographers:Helen & Rem
Ragheb, Valerie Govig, Tim
Mamszczak and Alex Dienst

1

Classif ieds

I
11

R E T A I L

C A T A L O G

-

I1

II

A V A I L A B L E

99999999999999
Classifieds are limited to non-commercialand personal advertisers. Rates are $1.00 per word, $10 minimum, payable in advance. Publisher mav edit or
abbreviate for space. Send copy with payment to:
Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 211330466, USA.

FOR SALE
GREAT GIFT IDEA: Limited edition signed 11" x
17" color poster of girl with kite on the beach. $5.95
plus $3.95 SIH. Call 301-718-2572
KlTE PATENTS: A one-line description, in list form,
of every kite-related patent issued in the U.S.A.
Information includes numbers, names and dates.
More than 600 patents, more than 3 0 pages.
Available for only $50 from Ed Grauel, 799 Elmwood
Terrace, Rochester, NY 14620.

LOST

DEERFIELD VALLEY WOODWORKING
P.O. Box 274
Rowe, Mass. 01367
41 3-339-4446

In Wildwood, New Jersey: Large teal ~ordura@
duffel bag with name David Brittain. Contents:
Randy Tom Nagel-design Rev I; two Rev 1's (one
white, one pink) with Speedline printed on them; Rev
I with teal center & purple tips; special shoes to fly
with feet; special dogstakes; wind meter, tools,
spare spars, more, plus pin collection. Reward:
Dave Brittain, P.O. Box 1601, Boulder, CO 80306;
tel: 303-979-6225.

Gyro-KiteTMis a revolutionary new concept
in kites. "The little wind-powered gyroplane you can fly like a kite". Takes off
and lands vetticallv. hovers and flies sideways and backwards. No batteries, motor, rubberbands, or s~rinas.Inex~ensive.
replaceable wood rotor blades. dotor dia.
19%". Nylon Body, Steel Landing Gear,
Oilite Bearing. One String control.

835 Weldon Road

santa Barbara, CA

2 ,

I

93109
'105) 963-2964

'

Only $19.95

I

I1

S 8 H $4 50 Allow four weeks delwery

Dealer lnqulry ~nvlted

1-800-99-ROTOR
"The Little Wind-powered Gyroplane You Can Fly Like A Kite"

Gyro-NteTU
lnternat~onal
4606 Mllton St Box KL
Shorewew, MN 55126
PAT PENMNGB 1993 ALL RIGHTS RESEWED

I

I

Grizzly Pealc
K I T E W O R K S

Awesome Prices On
The Highest Quality
'
Kites and Kite
Making Materials

Your Complete Kite Source

HNOWLEDGE l SERVICEe EXPERIENCE
STUNT KlTE SPECIALIST
"with the competitive edge"

gd

"If We Don't Have It, We Can Get It"

I 5
1
-

Call or Write for
Free Catalog

1305 Alvarado l C o a d
Berkeley, (TZA 94705
510 + 644 + 2981
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Owned & Operated by Master Class Competitor
Dodd Gross (1993 Eastern League Champion)
Hand picked selection of the best Stunt Kites & Accessories
FREE STUNT KlTE CATALOG, w/Flight School Section
Flight School Video now available, includes dual - l~ne~nstructon,beginner - advanced

lms

New PhoneIFax: (717) 246-1214 FREE Order Line: 1-800-296-KITE
New Address: RD #2 Box 70 Windsor, PA 17366 VisaIMasterCard

..

YOUR ORDER W l l l ADD (OLOR TO OUR KITES 111
EOLO-GAYLA INDUSTRIES, S.A. SPAIN in direct line with U.S.A.!
Largest collection of: Stunt kites, Statik kites, Accessories... and
PREMIUM ARTICLES !!!
Lots of Novelties for 1994: New Was (23 annels!)
Skatts,
Speed Star, Carbon New Black, ~'enp!ro
New Quick Fire.. Great New Deltas, New Boxes (Mai-Kai,
Kardinal) BEST QUALITY!, BEST PRICES!, BEST DESINGS!, AND FAST
DELIVERY!
CHECK WITH US!. .DO IT NOW!!

1-1,

...

EOLO-GAYLA IND. S. A. Apdo.446. Ctra. Carbonera s/n. Polig. Ind. d e Roces, NQ5
33209 GIJON (ASTURIAS) SPAIN. ~elf.'34.8.5143411.Telefax. 34.8.5393779

2#

Congratulations to Roger Chewning for
breaking a world record at Sunfest 1992
with a Team High Fly Pro/AmTMand Top
Shelf Premlum Braided Spectra line.

Ask your dealer or write, call or fax:

High Fly Kite Co
PO Box 2146
Haddonfield NJ, USA 08033
Phone (609) 429-6260 Fax 429-0142

